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Appleton’s town meeting was well attended and ran most smoothly, with Roland Gushee as moderator.
Town meeting for Hope was held in the Grange Hali at South Hope
Although interrupted bv a couple of fire alarms, town meeting for St. George moved smoothly under
Shown above, from left to right, are Elwin Mank, school committee, Arthur Sprowl, selectman, O. T. Keene, Monday and was well attended. A larjje number of propositions were the guidance of moderator Whitney L. Wheeler, who in everyday life Ls State Director of Internal Revenue.
selectman, Mrs. Rose Goldschmidt, town clerk, Roland Gushee. moderator, and Leslie Hall, re-elected to hls 13th acted on, with dispatch, under the guidance of Raymond E. Ludwig, as With him are Arthur I.. Mills, 1st Selectman, and Forrest Wall. 3rd Selectman. Arnold Stimpson. who fills
term as town treasurer. Another selectman, Mrs. Ella Grinnell was unable to attend.
moderator, and Mrs. Katherine Brown, town clerk
the middle spot in the selectmen’s office, was unable to attend the meeting.

Chester Wallace and Leroy Mc
Cluskey.
A record vote ln municipal elee! tions saw a total of 251 ballots cast
Town Officers Re-elected At
Four contests marked the elecSession Held March 2
Town Manager's Pay Pegged At $4,000; ! tion of officers, and those were In New Fire Station In Offing; Spruce Head
Torrey Predicts 50 Mill Rate Or Less;
Llberty town meeting was held
l the choosing of the five selectmen
Tewksbury Honored For 34 Years Of
Total Budget $73,595; Record Vote
Secession Not So Amiable; Fire Chief Monday . w'lth a large attendand member to the school com: mittee.
ance.
Cast In Contested Elections
Faye Resigns Post Held Five Years
Service; Snow Bowl Gets a Cut
George A Buck, second on the
Moderator
Arthur
Boynton.
I board cf selectmen last year, de
Nearly all of the old officers were
feated Virgil E. Hills for the three
Charles F
At town meeting Monday. War- required by law. and 156 voted yes. year post on the board. Buck poll
Whitney Wheeler, head of the
Contesting for the second select- returned to office. Clerk. Cather
Ca-rden retired its faithful town ■ board of selectman,
internal Revenue Bureau in Maine, mans berth were Harland Prelstly ine Worthing; Selectmen, Asses cierk John L. Tewksbury, who had Dwinal. whose term expired this
ren voters favored three to one, the to 52 negative,
ing 159 to Hills' 84.
candidate for
entering into an agreement with
Named to a building committee
Arthur Burgess with 164, and• followed his practice of several' and Arnold Stimpson. Stimpson sors and Overseers of Poor Alfred served the community 34 years, and year, was not
the Maine School Building Author- to supervise the construction of the I Charles Kigel with 133 votes, won , .'cars in coming back to hls native was the victor in the balloting, Steele, E B. Whitaker and C. H elected his wife. Mrs. Evelyn M. office.
ity for a loan of $50,000 to con- new rooms were the three school ' out as the two selectmen to serve • ®• George to act as moderator at' polling 101 votes to three for nis Wellington
John F. Matthews was unop
Tewk bury in his place Monday.
School committee for three years, Mrs Tewksbury has for several posed for the position of tax col
struct a three-room addition to the rommittee
members.
including two years each. Harold I. Drewett. ^he town meeting Monday. His! opponent.
present grade school building. Tills Charles Kigel. Virgil Hills. Harold also seeking a two year term, polled time behind the gavel at own' Prelstly also entered the contest George Spencer, tax collector. Ar- years served as deputy town clerk. lector. polling a total of 963 votes,
meetings ln this community ex- for third selectman but later with- thur Boynton: town treasurer.
vote was taken by secret ballot as A. Boggs, and Harold I. Drewctt, 1 114 votes, but lost'
Au Indication cf the high es the highest accorded any candi
Maurice E. Davis, who has been j cecds a decade.
i drew. Malcolm Pierson and Forrest Raymond Worthing; collector of teem in which John Tewksbury is date.
Wall stayed in the race with Wall I excise tax. Laverne Davis; con- held in the community is the fact
Mrs. Evelyn Tewksbury, also un
Contest For Selectmen
chairman of the board of select
Several sought berths on the Itoiltng the majority of the ballots stables, A. M Bot Eton and Htram ,ba{ tbe towui report was dedicated opposed. received a total vote of
men for the past five years, will
Bachelor; Road Commissioners. to him and carried his photograph.1 951 for the office of Town clerk.
serve a one year term, receiving ' town's board of selectmen as the ca£t
William Wellman. Ed. Whitaker together with a dedicatory para
167 votes, and Miles Leach, veteran ! rotation plan went Into effect for
Fire <7iief Resigns
Meet At Night In '54
of World War II. and newcomer to members at the Monday elections.
Fife Chief George Faye, who has and Alton Overlook
graph, in the front of the publica
By a vote of 569 to 290, the peo
Budget Increased Over 1952 In Town town politics, polling 165 votes will: Arthur Mills was unopposed for the served for the past five years an- Money raised for town officers tion.
ple of Camden decided to hold
and iniscellaneoui excuses. $1006
serve in tiie other one-year berth three year term on the board.
i
(Continued on Page Pouri
their town meeting in the evening
Dority Defeated
plus State tax; support of poor.
Meeting Monday; Tax Lien Property
Willis Moody, Jr., running for the
Alexander Dority, retiring school next year The balloting will be
$300; aid to dependent children.
one year post, on the board re
board member running on an in held during the day with results
$1500; excise tax to be used for
Ordered Sold In Public Auction
ceived 77 votes.
dependent ticket, was defeated 667 being made public at the evening
repair of roads and bridges and
Harold A. Boggs, veteran school
to 346 bv Robert L. Anderson who meeting.
for road ccmml'rior.ers' salaries:
romir.itteeman, was re-elected, de
A total of 1638 ballots were cast
was endorsed by both parties for
’
treet
lights.
$25160;
maintenance
Roland Gushee presided over thc was voted to aid in tlie operation feating Mrs. Josephine Moody, run
the seat made vacant by tho ex in the elections with 30 being de
Appleton town meeting in Com of the s hool hot lunch program.
n'.mg tor town office /or her first Quiet Meeting Saw Veteran Officers of ?”eclal resoIve road' *100:-rw piration of Dority’s term.
clared defective at least in part
im«- 117-90
I removal
and
sanding. $1700;
In articles 36 and 37, voters time,
147-90.
munity Hall Monday which raised
Budget Committee
Contest
For
Treasurer
passed over requests to abolish old
Re-elected and Town Budget Upped ' schools books ard supplies, $8700:
Other officers elected were, over
Moderator Melvin H. Derr ap
a total of $24,724.00 to exceed the school districts where schools have
Town
Treasurer
Elmer
Joyce,
repairs
and
insurance
on
school
seers of the poor. George Buck,
running for re-election, was de pointed Ray Billings. Bessie Bowers
1952 budget by upwards of $2,000. been dis. ontinued and *o furnish three years; Arthur Burgess and
buildings. $400;
By $5,355.75 In Monday Session
Town road improvement fund. feated in a three-way contest by and Douglas Kelley a nominating
Increases were noted ln the transportation ln districts where Harold Drewctt, two years each:
The vote was: committee to name a budget com
$500; Memorial Day. $50; gymr.a- Allton Green.
school budget of $1,000. plus an the schools have been discontinued. and Maurice Davis and Miles
sucstum
fund.
$1255.61;
State
Aid
road
•
Green.
653;
Joyce,
182 and Dorothy mittee ar.d report to the meeting
Vinalhaven returned veteran Se- joined the three man board
added »500 for snow removal and
Firemen Get $1,060
Leach, one year each. Assessors
Nominated and approved by thr
contructior.. $lf66; White Pine Aylward, 177.
$213 for repairs on school buildings.
The sum of $500 was raised for are. A. V. McIntyre, three years, lectman Harland A. Townsend to ccedlr.g Clinton K. Smith.
voters was the following commit
bli'ter.
$200;
for
the
maintenance
Gillnior
.Selectman
office
Monday
in
a
meeting
guided
Rose Goldschmidt W3s returned the fire department and an addi Damon Gushee. also new ln town
Salary of thc first selectman was
tee of 24 members: A. M. Austen.
Alexander Gillmor. attorney, de
as town clerk for the fourth term tional $jCO ordered taken from the officers' circles, two years: and j by Moderator Murray Hopkins. set at »75O and $250 each for the and expansion of the Volunteer
Robert Anderson. Barbara Brown,
with Leslie J. Hall being re-elected excise tax money to defray oper Arthur Burgess, one year Town i Grant Duell was also returned to subordinate members of the board Fire Department, $10CO. Carl feated George E. Prescott 710 to 260
Ray Conley, Bertha Clason.
Adams fire ward
In a contest for the vacancy on the
as town treasurer and Elwin Mank ating costs of the volunteer fire de
Continued on Page Six,
'office while Howard McFarland of town fathers
Harold
Davis,
Edna Fugel.
as a school committeeman.
partment
Town Constable Raynold Tibbetts
Charles Dwinal, J Herbert Gould.
Other officers of the North
To Sell At Auction
sought and obtained a full time
Russell Hall, G. Willi* Hodson.
County community re-elected In
Departing from tlie usual prac
job as the town's police officer
Lawrence Hopkins. Ken Goodman.
cluded Wa’ter Sprowl as tax col tice of most communities, of sell
Some discussion preceded the pass
Alfred Laliberte. Charles Merritt.
lector and Ormond T Keene and ing lands and property taken on
ing of the article which authorized
Maurice Payson. Clarence K
Ella Grinnell to the school com tax liens by bid. the voters direct
a salary' of $2,500.
Passmore. Ruth Perry, Lewis
Town
To
Consider
Fire
Truck;
Zoning
Law
mittee. New member of the school ed that property coming under Town Meeting Conducted At South Hope
A. Everett Libby was named town
Pendleton. Mary Pitman, William
committee is Arthur Sprowl.
town Jurisdiction by »uch process
clerk,
a position which he pre
P. Kelley. Austin Rankin. Robert
With $23,481.CO Being Appropriated
Study
Ordered;
Most
Of
Increase
Three road commissioners were be sold at public auction. They also
viously held, while Leon Sanborn
Waterman and Harold Wilson.
chosen and were; Millard Mitchell, directed that a licensed auctioneer
was also returned by the voters as
Town Appropriations Down
Came In School Appropriations
Leroy Moody and Alton Pease be err.ployod to operate such auc
town treasurer. W. C. Winslow
In approving the 'town budget,
Merton Wadsworth was named to tions. if and when they become
Tlie town of Hope appropriated a and bridges and enough from ex
depa-tment a’
for general town
tax iiivuiiir
income iv
to j/viuiif
permit the
“
department a.
generally, as presented by the
>*•» tar,
serve as constable of the town, be necessary.
total of $23,481.00
the road from Robbins !a Ealar-V of
of "
‘ J
A public supper was served by
Gladys Davis
was re-elected budget committee, the citizens
ing re-elected to the office.
Named to a budget committee i expenses the coming year at a ] ring jn
Hopc tQ
Cor., Erdine Chilles was returned to , the Ladies Aid of the Broad Cove treasurer for a second term.
came out with appropriations to
General Appropriations
which will make its recommenda
j meeting held Monday in the ner
the school board for a three year ' church preceded by the Cushing
Because of a vacancy and a res taling $708.12 lees than one year
Routine appropriations included tions in the 1954 town report were:
100 for the support of tlie i tcrm and olsa Carleton for a one town meeting at the Grange Hall. ignation, two members were elected : ago according to Town Manager
roads and bridges funds at $3,500 Charles Miller. Roland Gushee, Grange Hall at South Hope. Ray-j
mond
E.
Ludwig
served
as
modera’
iX)cr
t
he
smallest figure of any vear term- The third member of fhe voters assembled were called to the school commi'tee; Oakley Allen L. Torrey
and $1,000 for the support of the William Goldschmidt, Irene Mink.
tor of the meeting.
{ K.nox County community, which j the board, who continues in office, j to order at 7 p. tn.. and the war- Ames for a three year term and
The budget for
assessment
poor. Also. $3,000 for highway snow Elwin Mank. Albert Pitman and
rant containing 32 articles was Kendall Orff for one year. The amounts to $246263.31. Tlie toindicate unusual and wide- ,
Fernald ' oung.
Hope's appropriations of one
removal and ’800 for town expen Hugh McCorrison.
Arthur Brown continues as the read by Clerk Mildred Young
(Continued On Page Sixi
1
(Continued On Page Three'
When It came to raising money j year ago amounted to $22,926.00. | spread prosperity in Hope.
ses.
Salaries of the town officers was for Civil Defense, it was found that ! The increase in town costs is the) Salaries of town officers was set town tax collector and excise tax Ralph Winchenbach of Friendship
_0()' with
being allotted I collector as in previous years. Three representative to legislature, who:
set at $1,800 with street light costs there was an unexpended balance ' smallest recorded in thc nine Knox a(
removal a'nd $800 for aid to | tru»tee#
the Fjbllc Li*ary wU1 said he had come to the supper and
oeing approved at $250.
from last year and it was ordered j Oounty towns holding town
had suddenly found himself unan-|
! be selected by the selectmen.
that the old fund be continued for Ings Monday.
dependent children.
School Budget
imouslv elected moderator and pre- i
Katherine T. Brown was returned I
gum of M
wag votcd M
Hollis Burgess. Sr., was elected
C-D
use.
The major school operating bud
It was voted to raise $1,066 for J to the post of town clerk while Mrs. the (own.s share Qf g(atc ajd road !o succeed Clarence Bennett as a sided over the meeting in a very
get was set at $11,000 and Includes
efficient manner.
Total Of $57,762 Raised Monday; $2,000
high school and grade schools. Re state aid roads and to participate Bernice Bobbin* was elected to the collfitruction Road lmpTOvement onifuatce of the Vinalhaven Port
A flurry of excitement was
! school committee for a three year a road ,eadhi5 from Boute I0- at District.
with
the
state
on
a
50-50
basis
iu
pairs and Insurance costs were ap
To Operate School Lunch; Value Of
proved at $713. The sum of $200 snow removal on improved roads. term and Mrs. Avis Nichols for a Athearn's Conier’to the" Lincoln-j Iva” Calderwood wa* returned a* caused when a voter moved to adl one year term.
vllle town line was voted at a cost1 -°ad commissioner and Leon W. journ the meeting until such time
£«oaeeooooaooaoeoaaoooaoooooooooriaoooaeooooooooor
Sanborn was again named as a as some figure* in town report of
James Wentworth was named j of $1200 from excise taxes.
$79,000 Set On Thompson Memorial
tax collector again; Nathan Fcase
Aa additional $300 was voted to trustee of the Island Community a year ago had been gone over but
’he motion was lost 76 to 8. The
the road commissioner and Thomas repalr the foad leading {ronl the Medical Services.
PUBLIC NOTICE!
Residents of Union, holding thetr Herbert Hawes. James Moody. DaWinston, town treasurer.
top o, Buz2ClI ffiu t0 jaakko
Budget articles approved tnclud meeting was carried on till it* conSelectmen taking office were , aaukktncn.s A like amount was ed: schools, supplies and textbooks,, elusion at 11.15.
All Citizens Are Hereby Warned
town meeting in the Thompson vid Carroll and F. L. Barker.
Raymond E. Ludwig, first select- SjlocaUd for repair of a road start- $31,253.00. School repairs. $2,791.00
Mildred Young who has served Memorial with James Dornan as
Named to the board of trustees
man; Robert Wright, second se- ing a, {h€ John p^;^. plafc and Town HaU heat, light, water and several years, was re-elected town
To Start
moderator on Monday, raised a to of the cemetery trust fund were.
lectman ar.d Maynard H. Bowley. ipast th€ residence of Lester Merrill minor repairs. $700. Town officers' clerk.
tal of $57,762.42. Their approval of Allen Young. J Raymond Danforth
The report of the municipal of
third selectman.
to the Rockport line.
salaries, 57.000 a raise Irom thc
the articles presented resulted ln and Ralph Williams.
ficers was accepted.
Members of the town budget
In Article 32, $1,000 was ear- recommended figure of $5,400.00.
Budget items aproved Included;
There were no contests for select- an increase of close to J4.000 In the
comminttee the coming year are to marked for work on the road leadMothers' Aid and Aid to Dependtown budget over that of last year. $2500 for town officer's salaries,
be Harry Pushaw. Philip Crabtree. ing from Pushaw's Corner to the ent Children was voted at >1,20000 men. Re-elected were Relno Baas
Selectmen E. A. Matthews, J. street lights. $650; miscellaneous
Earl Norwood. William Hardy, Jo residence of Harry Pushaw. The and $3,500.00 for the support of the tamomen and Ralph Rand. Edward
Latva. who served last year, de Raymond Danforth and Alfred expenses. $1500; Are protection.
sie Robbins and Ralph Wentworth. road leading from Route 105 to the! poor.
Niskala were all re-elected as was $1,000: roads and bridges, $1200.
Included on the committee are the William Duley residence was alA three man board was elected clined to run and Karl Nielsen, a Town Clerk Isabelle Abbott and
Without First Obtaining a Permit
plus income from excise tax.
members of the board of selectmen; ,oted ?150
|
obtain a location for a town newcomer was elected, the third Treasurer Ariel Leonard.
A $6,400 budget for snow removal
and thc school committee.
Tlie sum pf J65O wag raised t0 re- dump. On the board are: Dr. memoer of the board which will
at Central Fire Station, Spring St.
Named
to
the
school
board
was
was approved on a three year con
The committee was Instructed to
road leading frotn the Cameron Rae, Postmaster O. V. also serve as overseers of poor.
State and Local Laws forbid setting these Arcs
The board of assessors was re Gilbert Doughty for a three year tract. basis.
meet early enough in the year to state ajd road tato Htghficlds Drew and Fernald Young. The
iContinued on Page Seven)
elected:
Clarence Lunt, Edward term. Fire wards selected included
subject to legal action and fine.
Such fires con
permit their recomendatlons to be,
A bridge on the road from budget committee had recommendRobert Heald. Carl Spear, Richard
published ln the town report next I staU aid road
the Robbilu pIace ed agaln£t the move In one article Latva and Lester Delano
stitute a severe hazard, cost the city money to ex
Gorden and Harry Burns.
March.
was
fOr rebuilding with but it was approved and a second
Melvin Kennedy was elected road
tinguish and hamper thc Fire Department in per
WANTED .
COOKED
FOOD
SALE
School Budget
funds to come from Lhe town trea- article, which called for a disposa.
commissioner for the coming year
GIRL TO DO ALL TYPES
FRIDAY,
MARCH
13
The sum of $11,600 waa voted for sury.
(irea which would meet with thc
forming its regular duties of serious nature.
OP TYPING
and Doris Payson the tax collector
1 P. M.
Please Call In Pereen
•choois, plus $500 for school repairs. The town voted to join in the. approval of the state sanitary enat a fee of one per cent of the tax
VAN RUSSELL,
Meredith Furniture Co. collected.
BICKNELL MFO. CO
General Apprpriations
mutual aid program of county fire' gineers, was also approved.
Inspires nf
Rorkland. Maine
Included ln the item* approved | department* under
the Knox
The sum of $1,500 was voted to
Chief of the Fire Department.
The budget committee for the
Rockland
Chapter
nf
Iladassah
30-11
29-30
by the voters was $1500 for roads Oounty Firemen's Association
(Continued on Page Sixi
1954
meeting
will
he
composed
of
30-lt
<WJOOOTr.
■ I r nncmnrioorjOOOOOOO&OOOOOWOW

WARREN

m

OVER LAST YEAR

ST. GEORGE OKAYS S55,911.30

Liberty Meeting

CAMDEN REDUCES BUDGET 5708.12

APPLETON RAISES 524,724 00

f

VINALHAVEN SPENDS $77,546.75

HOPE'S BUDGET INCREASE SLIGHT

CUSHING CO5T5 INCREASE $5,162.85

UNION UPS BUDGET NEARLY $4,000

NO GRASS OR
OUT-OF-DOORS FIRES

OUTDOOR

KNOX COUNTY
By

■rrlph

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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tangled with an “outsized" striped
bass in the tidewater area of the
St. George for the only strike of
, the day
Between the various coats of
I paint since his original decoration
of gleaming white with red head
lies a history of encounters with
fighting fish that Ike Walton may
have dreamed about in a snooze
after a New England Boiled Din
ner topped off with ice cream, but
even I who have fished it for years,
can't remember it aU.
In my tackle box today are also
other Heddon baits, neat, modern
and stream-lined; airbrushed to
striking likeness of living baits to
be used at a variety of depths
■where fish are likely to be.
They will outlive old Dowagiac
and me without a doubt. The
trend to modern perfection and
skill makes it that way. But as I
stand at the big pool below Hart's
falls, for my last cast, let me put
on old Dow:1, gale and toss him well
across and drag him slowly into
the eddy. Then let me lose him
to the mightiest bass in Oeorges
river, for if ever an artificial bait
deserved to go to glory in the
gry'I mouth of a fighting fish old
In my fishing kit at this mo
Dowagiac has earned it in the 40
ment is one of the original
years since we first became ac
Dowagiac minnow-. (They became
quainted.
plugs by name later)
Today I received Heddon’s latset
It was a large affair close to
76-page catalogue. It costs 25c per
four inches long with a brilliant
copy’ now. but like Heddon’s tackle,
spinner at front and rear and
it’s something special. It's a hand
wearing five treble hooks. I traded
book of valuable fishing informa
a jackknife for lt with BiU Ba-sett
tion and if you'd "kick" on the
of J. C Curtis Hardware Co., in
price you'd better forego a single
Camden a good 40 years ago and
pack of cigarettes and get one. In
if you’d been tossed int-o the al
it is the inspiring history of the
ders, against the rocks or built up
Heddons and 18 pages of the strik
as many backlashes on a reel as
ing likenesses of all popular sports
this plug has since then, you’d
fish, with world record data for
need more than a coat of paint,
rod and reel catches as well as the
which wouldn't hurt , the old
whole Heddon line of tackle in full
Dowagiac a bit right now
colors.
But these are only the least of i
• • • •
Dowagaic’s achievements.
Spring Rhyme:—
His sides bear the living teeth Ail hail the vernal equinox!
marks of pickerel from the shal Bright spot in nature’s annals.
low back waters of Quantabacook. When sunlight cheerily unlocks
In a tussle with a snagged bass at Life's subterranean channels;
When earth puts on her lighter
Tilden’s one treble is now a single,
frocks.
and that dislocated eye is the re And I take off my flannels.
(By Stephen Schlitzer).
minder that old Dowagaic once'

If you are a fisherman you know
Heddon of Dowagiac and I don’t
mean just Heddon the designer
and manufacturer of fine fish
lures, but Heddon the fisherman:
for the name has been before the
fishing public of our country since
I was nine years old and that was
a “heck" of a long time ago.
The story of Heddon is not un
like many of our modem enter
prises: A young fisherman beside
a slow moving river similar to our
Georges.
Probably a worm or
minnow fisherman, waiting for a
companion and idly whittling the
remote likeness of small fish which
was finally tossed into the water.
What happened In the next few
moments sparked what has ex
panded into the largest and one
of the most successful producers of
artificial baits and fishing tackle
In the world, for Jim Heddon’s
crudely whittled stick of wood
promptly received the attention of
a worm-weary bass and was
knocked "galley west" by a vicious
strike that the bas- we know dem
onstrates when he’s mad or hun

Wonder If anyone has any the feed under. Pou’.trymen, expect
ing to raise fat and healthy layers '
theories about this one:
Sunday. March 1, there was a do not put them out on range in
bunch of fishermen at Alford Lake a barren gravel pit. Steer beef
does not fatten well on empty i
Don't feel bad about It now, be
grain bins.
cause some of them were fellows ’
Think it over.
who never fish except through the !
One drive to conserve the smelt
Ice.
I won’t call any names because j population in Afford Lake has re
cently failed for the lack of a
It doesn’t matter and besides,1
by the time this gets into print! dozen signatures in the town of
Hope.
it will be most time for “Ice-out."
I defy a single reluctant signer
Anyway, m a short space of time
to produce' one fish culturlat, aqua
and in a rather small area of the
tic biologist or Professor of Ichthy
lake, three fine salmon and a few
ology who will say that a perpetual j
brook trout were caught.
closed season on the taking of
The largest salmon <1 am told) :
weighed around 3‘i lbs. and it has I smelts from Alford Lake wouldn't
be a benefit to the health and wel
been the best and most closely
fare of all game fish therein.
confined catch made there this
• • • •
winter.
Was well prepared to give you
Tlie fish were caught In quite!
the glad tidings of several har
shallow water (four to twelve feet) j
bingers of spring that seemed un
How come?
usually early this year.
Some will say it’s the time of j
There had been robins in West
year when salmon start to roam
brook gulley even before the turn
Some will say it’s a “fluke;" just I
of the month. A pair of crows
one of those things that happen
were busy In Norton’s pasture se- ’
every' so often in every fisherman's
curing material for repairing a '
life.
nest soon to be used.
Some will say conditions of baro- j
metric pressure was just right, but i Five geese had settled down in ;
I say it wa- the result of a feed 'Weskeag river early last week
ing urge quite traceable to the na- ■ and were still there and I had seen
tive forage fish of the lake and| the red-winged blackbird and even
their position therein. Here's my heard his springtime song as he
perched close to the pond where I
theory in brief.
Most everyone knows the smelt the cat-tails he loves were still se
is a schooling fish and a favorite curely frozen in.
But somehow March seemed to
in the diet of salmon and other
have treated us to the rougher side
cold water species
Rarely do our game fishes in a of our unusual winter in its very
feeding mood, lose contact with first week, so I became reluctant
to release my information fear
the smelt.
If you examined a handful of ing some would cal! it a mirage of
-melts from Alford Lake today wishful thinking.
Was I surprised on Thursday
you would find large and well de
veloped roes in most of the fe (March 5) when my son came from
males. In around 45 davs the work and handed me a large, heavy
can which he explained was "a
spawning runs will be on
It would therefore be expected present from Carl Oxton."
Carl lives near that part of
that smelts just now might be
getting together and searching for Warren where Oyster River and
spawning areas which will be its east and west branches cross
needed soon. Under present water Beechwood Extension. Fact is the
temperatures a smelt can live main stream is the boundary line
wherever there is enough oxygen of his garden spot and dooryard
in the water, regardless of the and although he -peaks lightly
of the achievement, he knows the
depth.
The salmon caught March 1 at trout and their favorite pools along
Affords (by my theory) were pur the Oyster as well as any fisher
suing smelts and came into the man who trods its banks.
small area where they were caught Well, to make a long story short,
when I opened Carl's gift there was
by following smelts.
The same thing happens In open a quart and a half of "Harbingers'
that are usually just commencing
water fishing.
Alford lake will produce bigger to wiggle their tails at levels well
and better salmon when its smelt below ground frost, for the can
population is protected and con was well filled with “live and
served with the same sporting in kicking" night crawlers such as you
terest that its game fish are to-1 rarely get before April’s shower"Where did Carl dig them?"
day.
We do not hear of successful says I, remembering well the sev
dairy farmers placing 50 liead of j eral hours I spend along ihe sunny
cattle in an adequate pasture of! slopes late in March each year
succulent feed and then plowing trying to find a mere handful to

Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

[EDITORIAL]
MUSIC WHILE YOU RIDE
Coach No. 112 of the Yonkers (N. Y.) Railroad Co. looks
like any other bus on the streets of that busy city, but it
actually is quite different.
An experiment is being tried out on 112. It is equipped
with eight speakers tuned to an F. M. radio station nearby.
The driver of the bus is enthusiastic over the attitude of
his patrons but the management is taking a longer period
to be doubly sure. They are making careful rider tests, and
if the results continue as those of the first few weeks, the
company plans to equip all its vehicles with radio as a for
ward step in the public interest.

THIS IS THE DAY OF EXPRESSWAYS
It would seem that a movie director seeking location for
a scene of disaster or war ruins would have them ready
made for his use in either Boston or New York. Both these
cities are busy wrecking huge brick structures by the hun
dreds in the course of constructing expressways..
Neither of these cities was built with the enormous traf
fic volume of the present day In mind, especially true in Bos
ton's case. The result is that no course remains except to
build these huge expressways directly through the business
sections of the cities. New York has two of these great traffic
arteries partially completed at the present time. The long
est and most important is the Major Deegan Expressway
which will carry traffic non-stop from the Tri-Borough
bridge to the New York State Thruway. The other is the
Cross-Bronx Expressway ” from Hutchinson River Parkway
West to the Highbridge Traffic Interchange across the Har
lem River.,
Boston’s huge program, making its spectacular way
through the Atlantic Avenue section past North Station, will
revolutionize the whole traffic picture of the city.
This theory of building over or tunneling under park
ways. roads and streets gained recognition in the 1940s. when
lt was decided that lt was more important to build expressroads In the densely populated cities, where the traffic ori
ginates, rather than devoting public money to rural and
suburban roads.
FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE FIRE?
Maine’s unhappy skeleton-rattling has been pushed into
the background, temporarily at least, by the extreme gravity
of happenings on the world scene. The passing of Josef
V. Stalin has left every world capital grave and cautious.
There can be no question that Stalin was one of the
most grimly powerful figures of this century, leader of a
great people, a ruthless, scheming builder of a huge and
modern army from a backward nation—he has nevertheless
been the most dangerous threat to civilization as we know
it in our time, the most serious danger of world domination
of all time. His methods are for the world to see—treachery,
broken faith, rigged courts, distorted propaganda, brutal
liquidation of enemies in the Russian State, and outside as
well.
Yet Stalin has always been a man of mystery, known
to but few In his own nation and guarded by those few who
were in turn guarded. How much of the great Soviet empire
and world program is to be credited to Josef V. Stalin? If
the weight of the man was a major factor in world affairs,
the future may see the long expected crumbling of the
Great Bear.
The answer to the world problem may well rest in the
hands of Georgi M. Malenkov, Stalin's successor. He suc
ceeded to the premiership smoothly and swiftly with no re
percussions. at least on the surface. He was possibly the
closest associate of Stalin and has indicated in general that
he will follow the same general policies. Malenkov is an
untravelled man and unlettered to a degree, but steeped In
the Marxist philosophy. His attitude toward the Western
powers has yet to be shown, but his speeches to date have
shown him an enemy of the United States.

"ROCKET” ENGINE

The car with the

HYDRA-MATIC
SUPER DRIVE*

most wanted features

POWER STEERING*
POWER BRAKES'
AUTRONIC EYE'

FRIGIDAIRE
CAR CONDITIONING'

POWER-RIDE CHASSIS

CUSTOM-LOUNGE
CUSHIONS*
These tiling* you've asked for in
a motor ear: A truly exciting

engine . . . Fully automatic trans

mission . . . Effortless steering . . .
Safer, easier braking . . . Automatic

headlight dimming

Air condi

tioning . . - Smoother ride . . .

Luxurious comfort. OMsmobile has
provided all these most minted fea

tures in the Super "88" for '53. 'Fry
this sensational "Power Feature”

car. Make a date to see us soon.

•Optional al extra cat.
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"ROCKET"
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ENGINE

NEAREST

OLDSMOBILE

DEALER

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO

M.C.R.R. AT FULL THROTTLE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

THE OIL BATTLE
Speaking through Attorney General Herbert Brownell
Jr. the Administration has made another significant and
well-advised retreat from the position taken by the extreme
states' rlghters in the offshore oil controversy. In recogni
tion of the serious questions of constitutional and Interna
tional law arising from any grant to the states of title to sea
bottom within heir "historic boundaries," Mr. Brownell now
proposes to give the states authority to develop the disputed
oil resources without divesting the Federal Government of
actual ownership of the land in question.
Under Mr. Brownell's proposal the coastal states would
still be the ones to profit from undersea oil found off their
shores out to the three-mile limit, or, in the case of Texas
and the Florida west coast, to a ten-and-a-half-mile limit.
Since the effective control of this great natural resource
would be taken from the people of all the United States,
to whom we think it belongs, and handed over to the people
of only a few states, we cannot agree with Mr. Brownell’s
basic position. But in so far as he would retain actual title
of this undersea area in the Federal Government, we believe
he has taken a step in the right direction. By this device
would also be avoided a dangerous precedent for handing over
other federally owned lands In the Interior of the country
lock, stock and barrel to the states. .
Secretary McKay has already made it clear, and the
point was reaffirmed by Mr. Brownell, that in advocating
state development of offshore oil the Administration does
not endorse legislation that would grant to the states royalties
from oil taken beyond the three or ten-and-a-half-mile limit.
This is a major point, because a large part of the proved re
serves off the Texas and Louisiana coasts lies beyond these
historic boundaries. It remains to be seen whether the Ad
ministration is willing to resist the extremists on the floor
of Congress.
go troutlng on opening day.
! of Rockland.
"Oh he just picked ’em up in his
Betty Jewel had as guest Miss j
dooryard after Wednesday’s rain” I: Nadine Libby of Ash Point.
was told.
Mrs. Laura Fortin returned from I
Florida Thursday where she spent
j the winter.
LOUDVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Oregory
Mrs. Helen Gifford and baby
Cheryl of Round Pond were guests and daughter Wanda returned from
of the Charles Giffords a few days Eliot. Me. Thursday after a weeks
i vacation with Mr. and Mrs. Don
recently.
Heber Poland has been 111 with ald Simmons.
Evans Tolman is confined to the
the flu. Dr. Berry attended him.
Mrs. Lettie Prior spent a few house by illness.
days with Mr. and Mrs. Sherbon
Travel in foreign lands broadens [
Carter at Round Pond. While there
she and the Carters called on Mr. the mind and lengthens the belt. I
and Mrs. Ellsworth Osier at New
Harbor.
On March 7 Stephen Carter and
son Stevie and Cecil Prior and son
AUCTION
John were business callers In RockAt the "AUCTION HOUSE”
, land.
BELMONT, ROUTE 3
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11
GLENCOVE
AT 7 P. M.
Guegts the past week of Mrs.
Several Television Sets.
Alton Wincapaw were Wilson
Ix>U of Good Furniture.
MariOn of Union and his sister.
S. C. ENGLISH
Mrs. Charles
Winchenbach ol
Auctioneer and Sales Mgr.
Thomaston. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
BELFAST, ME.
30-It
Wincapaw and son Robert of
Thomaston. Mrs. William Brewster

'

Railroad Men Took Five Point Win; Other

Hard Fought Battles In City League
On Tuesday night the pins were ner had high single of 113. The
flying again as the MCRR contin Elks in losing two as did the Shells
ued their fine bowling with a 1448 hung onto the one point lead they
total which was good for a five hold over the Shells. In a battle
point win over the Van Baalen for fourth place which may go into
team which fought gamely and the meeting between them in the
missed the last string by a mere next to the last match. However
five pins. S. Willis had 108 for high don't figure the 40&8 as out of it
single and a 309 total to lead the or the MCRR as in as a lot can
railroad gang to victory. Epstein happen in the remaining weeks as^,
had high single of 106 and Hill and the MCRR have a lot of tough ones ”
a 288 total to lead the losers The left.
MCRR are picking up a lot of
On Friday night the Guff was
points now and should hold on for supposed to bowl the Water Co.,
a position In the rolloffs. In tlie l but it is said they all left town. In
other match the IOOF had another' the one match bowled the Legion
good night rolling off 1404 and' moved up a notch In the standing
clipped the Birdseye for five points to tenth place by beating the last
highliner for the IOOF was A. Ben place Eastern Tire four points to
ner with 106 and 293 while Gene- one. R. Hobbs the Camden Flashvicz lead the losers with 295 and a lead the Legion to victory with his
108 single.
best match here this year of 321
On Thursday night there were and he had the high single of 123
two tight hard fought matches. In R. Miller lead the losers with 100
the first one the 40&8 took the sec for the single and 287 for his three.
ond string on the strength of W The Legion was the only team to
Drinkwater’s 141 string which is improve theh position this week.
In this weeks action the Indegood for second high single as he
narrowly missed the high of 144 pendents-Shells clash on Tuesday
held by E. Cook. The 4O&8 won and the Elks-Gulf clash on the
the second string by 31 pins and same night loom as the big match
hung on to make the match by five es this week. On Thursday night
pins and win it three points to two the 4O&8 clash with the Easters
Both teams had good totals as the Tire crew and the Water Company
40<Sr8 rolled 1435 to the Shells 1430 meet the Birdseye crew. And on
W. Drinkwater lead the winners Friday night the Legion and Van
with his 141 and 312 total while Baalen meet and MCRR meet the
Lord was high for the losers with IOOF and as I’ve said before this
1C6 and 300. As the Shells are In, IOOF crew can be trouble so the
fifth and the 40&8 are in sixth railroaders may have a rough
very little change was made in the night.
standings. In the other match the
Special Flash: Have Just re
Independents squeaked by the turned from Augusta where the
fourth place Elks team by only Rockland entry In fne Tri-County
eight pins and took the match League beat the Augusta team by
three points to two for the Elks. two thir ones. The Rockland team
This match was also won on the roiled e. 2513 total to 2511 for Au- A
strength of the second string as gusta. Rockland was lead by R
the Independents won by 17 pins Klelwer with 131 single and a
and held on. The Elks won the first phenomenal 584 total. He had
by eight pins and the last by only strings of 116, 131, 110, 101, and
a single pin. The Elks rolled 126. This is the third time
1390 In losing and the winners had Rockland has beat them this
a 13CS total. Perry once again lead year. They won the first match by
the Independents with 307 but three pins, the second by three
Gatcomb took high single with 112. pins and the one Sunday bv two
"Deadwood” Anastasio had high pins
total of 293 for the Elks and Ben
E. R. Cook, Sec

City Shooters
Several
Postal
Matches
Show Local Riflemen
Good In Competition
The Rockland Rifle and Pistol
Club range was a meeting place for

C team won over Ciribou B
C team won over Malison B.
C team won over Hampden B.
C team lost to Presque Isle by
one point.
Although Rockland's victories
weren't too many the shooters av
erages have climbed, and the club
has made progress.
Individual average for the postal
series were:
A Team
Don Brown
278 7
Don Huntley
274.6
274.4
Wes Young
273.7
Mary Brown
Otis Albee
268 2
Verna Jones
268.
Allen Dart
266.9
Peg Gilmore
266 5
B Team
Ronny Lufkin
2633
Wendell Jones
262.1
Edna Young
258.7
Wilma Huntley
248
Charles Blaisdell
224.4
Maurice Carleton, only fired once.
C Team
252.1
Hugh Little
Wilson Carter
238.5
Virginia Lufkin
231.3
Bob Stone
217.5
Gladys Little
204.1
Charlotte Betts
191.3

a lively “shoulder to shoulder"
match with the Fairfield Center
team Sunday afternoon. There were
12 shooters for Rockland's team
and eight for Fairfield.
Equal high scores of 189 were
shot by Edward Ronco and Law
rence Ronco of Fairfield, honorable
mention going to the latter for his
achievement with iron sights. Mary
Brown and Don Huntley matched
high scores of 190 for Rockland's
team. Peg Oilmore, after a few
month’s absence, helped bring her
home team through to victory with
her score of 185.
Five . high scores, a total of 10
shots prone and 10 shots offhand
were Lawrence Ronco, 189; Edward
Ronco, 189; Chester Craig, 186; Ed
ward King, 185; Leo Ouillette, 184;
Fairfield total, 933.
Mary Brown, 190; Don Huntley,
190; Don Brown, 186; Peg Gilmore,
185; Wes. Young, 184; Rockland to
tal. 935.
Nature is kind, and she seldom
The club has finished 11 weeks of
postal matches in which their A, gives a man principles that inter
B. C. teams competed with these fere with his profits.
various teams in Maine, including:
Blue Hill A and girls team, Bel
fast B. Brunswick. Caldwell, Cari
bou A and b. Fort Fairfield, Fair- j
field Center A. Gardiner. Great1
Farms
IWAMT THIS
Hampden A and B, Lincoln
SAID SUE ID PATCounty A and B. Madison A and B.
*ORI WONT COOK.'*
MohaWk, Oakland A and B,
Presque Isle, Rumford A B and C,
Sebastlcook B and Scarboro A B
and C.
Rowlands record for the match
es follow’s: A team won over Rum
ford A.
A team lost to Caldwell by one
point.
B team won over Scarboro C.
B team won over Rumford B

I

i

TV
GENERAL ELECTRIC
WESTINGHOUSE
HAI.L1CR AFTER
MOTOROLA
And All Other Leading Make*.
TERMS

TO SUIT YOUR BUDGET
The Most Complete Service on
T.V. In Knox County

kHOX* LINCOLN "WALDO
AYIOONS WHARI
51
------------- ROCKLAND-------------

R. F. CROCKETT

RADIO & ELECTRIC
SERVICE
"Your

T.V. Set I* Only As Good

A* Vour Service.”
15 MECHANIC STREET

CAMDEN, MAINE
28-30

ARTESIAN WELLS
LEWIS HERBERT & SON
DRILLERS SINCE 1»U
Islesboro
Tel. Dark Hbr. 74-1

_____________________
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Grecian Arts And Crafts Show At Museum

Legion Corps

TALK OF THE TOWN

Page Three.

Vacancies In Unit Are To Be
Filled At Once: Men
May Apply At Home

Coming Events

SET NO GRASS FIRES

(Social and community events
are aollclted for ttla calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted. The decision of
the editor Is final.1
March 10—Bowdoin Meddiebemp
sters. Rockland High School Au
ditorium, 8 p. m.
March 12—Rockland Extension As
sociation meets in the Farns
worth Museum.
March 12—Showing of "Mr. Texas"
»• °irst Baptist Church.
March 13—Rubinstein Club Quest
Evening, Furn: worth Museum.
March 13—Style Show at the le
gion Home. Benefit Hyde Home
for Crippled Children
March 15-21—Horticultural Society
Exhibit ln Boston.
March 17—Brothers' Night at Miri
am Rebekah Lodge, 6.30 p. m.
Odd Fellows' Hall.
March 18 — Knox-Lincoln Past
Grands and Past Noble Grands
Associations will meet at War
ren, Odd Fellows Hall, 630 p. m.
March 20—Methebesec Club meets
at Farnsworth Museum Auditori
um at 2.30 p. m.
March 21—At Waldoboro, Germa
nia Lodge will entertain Dunster
Lodge of Cambridge, Mass., 6.30,
Odd Fellows Hall.
March 23—Red Cross Bloodmobile
will visit RockJand, headquarters
Legion Home. Sponsored by Le
gion and Auxiliary.
March 27—Rubinstein Guest Eve
ning at Farnsworth Building.
March 27—Tyler School P.TA
Fair.
March 30-April 3—Farm and Home
Week, at the University of
Maine.
April 1—Canton Lafayette. 18, and
Auxiliary will meet. 6.30. Odd
Fellows Hall.
April 3—Methebesec Club meets at
Farnsworth Museum Auditorium
at 230 p. m.
April 0-10—Grade school operetta,
Rockland High auditorium.
April 16—Annual banquet, Rock
land Fire Department.
April 18—Patriots' Day.
April 30—Community Concert at
Community Building. De Paur
Infantrv Chorus
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 12. 13. 14—Business & Pro
fessional Women’s Club. State
Convention at Samoset Hotel.
June 14—Flag Day.
June 19-20-21
American Lev'on
Cor ventlon In Rockland
July 4—Independence Day.
July 31-Aug. 1-2—Maine Seafoods
Festival. Rockland

In another column appears
the warning of Chief Van Rus
sell notifying all citizens that
State and local 'aws prohibit
the setting of grass and out-ofdoors fires, without a permit ob
tained at Central Fire Station.
The person setting such fires are
subject to legal action and fine.
Chief Russell points out that
these nuisance fires can be dan
gerous as has been seen in the
past and are expensive for the
city to extinguish. Also the fact
remains that while the depart
ment is handling such an un
authorized fire a serious fire
could develop calling for the full
strength of the department

Public Invited

Legion Birthday

Girl Scouts Will Celebrate Rockland Post To Observe
43d Anniversary Thurs
Anniversary Thursday
day At High School
With Boyle Speaker
Auditorium
Several features are scheduled by

There are openings in the Legion
Drum & Bugle Corps, both for Le
The 43rd anniversary of the or Commander Harold Kaler and his
gionnaires and
younger men.
ganization of Girl Scouting will be stafl of Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt
Frank Bridges, Jr„ head of the
Post this month. On Thursday of
officially observed in this city
corps, states also that a candidate
this week, a birthday party will be
Thursday at 3.30 at public exer held which will see Adjutant James
for membership need not be a mu
cises to be held in the Rockland Boyle ol the Department of Maine
sician familiar with either the
High School auditorium.
drums or bugles as the unit has in
as the guest speaker. The popular
Each local troop of Girl Scouts Waterville, man. who has served
structors who are ready and will
will contribute a part of the pro the Maine Legion as adjutant since
ing to teach candidates.
gram under the direction of Mrs. its inception, always has a real
Two engagements have already
been booked for the unit in addi
Evelyn Halligan, Mrs. Dorothy Bird , message for Legionnaires,
tion to appearances during the Le
and Mrs. Leona Whitehill. Moth-1 Also attending the party as an
gion convention ln June and the
ers of Scouts will provide cup cakes honor guest, will be Attorney GenMaine Seafoods Festival.
and Ice cream will be contributed eral Alexander La Fleur, a past
Bridges points out that instru
by thc Girl Scout Council. The an- department commander. Movies of
ments and uniforms are available
niversary cake will be made by
national convention In New
for new members at no cost to
Mrs Athleen Pease.
; York last June will be shown dur-'
those chosen as members.
Mrs. Barbara Griffith will De in ing the meeting.
fc
charge of the decorations and a
Those who wish to Join the corps
Tiie ladies of the Auxiliary will
Leon Warren and Stanley Mc may contact Bridges or the steward
cordial invitation to attend is ex serve a covered dish supper at 630
Curdy, Scout executives, spoke to at thc Legion Home for further in
tended to all parents of Girl Scout complete with a huge anniversary
the Sea Explorers and Scouts at a formation.
ing and friends Interested in the cake.
meeting at the Red Jacket Ship
splendid work being done by the
Commander Kaler has instituted
group In Rockland.
headquarters last week. They told
The McLain PTA three act com
a program of current event talks at
of the Scout Jamboree next sum edy Claudia played to a packed
each meeting and will start the
mer in California and stressed the house in its second night showing
program on March 19 with a talk
Museum
Activities
. j,
educational values of such a trip. at Rockland High Friday evening.
on China by Legionnaire Jasper
Tuesday
While the deadline for registration The leading characters. Miss Greta
hoto by Cullen
Akers.
Miss Athena Kourakas, Thomas Young, 8. and George Brontis, 5. all of Bangor and all in costumes
7 p. m.: Adult Art Class.
Is past, Scouts ln Maine may still Nelson, and Leon White, were ereTlie March 26 meeting will be a
with
cteiinr
norfn-m
of Greece, study one of the Roux paintings displayed in the Main Gallery of the Farnsworth Museum,
7 p. m.: Arts and Crafts Class. joint session with Camden Post No
register as a man interested in
aw, s tuai peri rma ices The tw0 j.0(.ugSter!i drew much attention with their colorful costumes, as did three young ladies, one of
Wednesday
Scouting has posted entry fees for with the audience more than en- whom was MLss Kourakas, iu costumes native to Greece.
37. The speaker will be Depart
330 p. m.: Girl Scouts.
38 Scouts to hold positions open. Joying the work of the entire cast.
ment Commander Walter Leland of
7.30 p. m.: B.P.W Club
The trip to and from the Jamboree Members of PTA tendered the
Dover-Foxcroft. Movies will follow
10 a. m. to 330 p. m. Extension the meeting.
City Council
takes four weeks with several side players and stage crew a party fol
CAMDEN TOWN MEETING
Service.
trips planned. Costs have been cut lowing the performance.
Membership of the post now
(Continued From Page Ouei
the municipal pierhead
I* ursday
to the bone to allow as large a del
stands at 439 with every indication
TV Antenna Licensing Held tal budget. Including appropria- ' The ordinance forbids theh leavegation from Maine as possible.
Mrs. Lamb’s Rug Class that the numbers will increase con
Members of Pleasant Valley
Over Month On Protests tions to be taken from town sur ing of a vessel at the float any 27 p.p. mm.:Mrs
Lamb's Rug Class.
Grange are especially urged to at
siderably as convention time ap
longer
than
necessary
to
transact
plus
and
excise
taxes,
reaches
the
Of Sellers. Installers
Rockland Coast Guard base re tend the meeting tonight and are
730 p. m.: Coast Guard Auxil proaches. An active membership
business
and
then
does
not
permit
figure of $27236331.
iary.
ports that harbor tug No. 64.300 also requested to bring in a St.
campaign Is now in progress with
The proposed amendment to the
Mr. Torrey said that the budget, the craft to be left unattended.
left Sunday for Stonington to tow Patrick's Day story or Joke
730 p. ns.: Rockland Women’s prospective members welcome at
Another provision forbids vessels
utilities ordinance for Rockland, as approved, assures the town con
a disabled Stonington fishing boat
he Legion Home to see before they
requiring thc licensing and inspec- tinuing with the 50 mill tax rate being tied to the municipal pier
from there to Rockland.
There has been a last minute
Friday
I buy.”
of last year with the possibility head longer than 43 hours without
i
tion
of
outside
antennas,
was
tabled
10 a. m. to 3.30 p. m. Extension
change in the menu for tonight's
the permission of the harbormas
that it might be a little less.
The Ambassadors for Christ of supper at the Elks. It will be ham at last night's meeting of the City
Service.
ter
the First Baptist Church held a instead of franks and sauerkraut. i Council, because of objection to the Reverse On “Y” And Snow Bowl
730 p. m.: Festival Manpower I
SOGLOW
j wording of the amendment, regisNo Y’ule Lighting
The budget committee had
social evening Friday at the home
Committee.
1 tered by several radio and tele recommended that the town ap
An article asking for funds with
of Doris Seekins in Thomaston.
Ground observation
Post for
730 p. m.: Rubinstein club.
Games and the singing were en Rockland, located at Yacht Club, vision installers present. Inclusion propriate $'.CCO each for the Snow- which to purchase permanent
Saturday
joyed as were refreshments, the ta Public Landing is to be activated of radio antennas into the ordin- Bowl and the YMC A Voters, Christmas lighting was passed over
930 & 1030 a. m.: Children’s Art
ble being gaily decorated in keep next week. All ground observer per I ance was the reason for the taking matters in their own hands, as recommended by the budget Classes.
ing with St. Patricks Day. Those sonnel are requested to call Mrs. objections.
gave an extra $500 to the “Y” and committee.
Application for an additional reduced the Snow Bowl's gift to
present were Bob Crie, Elaine Har- Pauline Hutchinson or Mrs. Vir
Water Fluoridation
Festival Staff
Juia, Marilyn Reynolds, Francis Da ginia Chatto. People serving 10 taxicab license, made by Harold $500.
The matter of fluoridation of
Harvey,
was
referred
to
the
city
vis, Dick Von Dohlen, Betty Rich hours to date will receive their
the public water supply is to be
School Budget
"J Winifred Ramsdell, Wendell
ardson. Eddie Baxter. Carol Elwell, wings from the US.A.F. Men are manager. Harvey is connected with
pas-od to a committee to be ap
the
H&O
Taxi
Company.
School
funds
approved
lncludWalter Hill. Charlotte Cook and urgently needed to fill some of the
Hadlock Join Executive
Announcement was made that ed school maintenance at $83.06431 pointed by Moderator Dorr. The
t Doris Seekins.
hours between 8 p. m.. and 6 a. m.
budget
committee
made
no
recom

Committee Today
Attending the meeting of the
j Frederick Newcomb had been ap- and repairs at $3,705 CO.
The
mendation but it came to the at
'
pointed
as
member
of
the
board
of
equipment
fund
was
set
at
$1
462.00
Maine Outboard Association at
Rockland fire department had a
Wendell Hadlock, director of the
CARD OF THANKS
the personal question—
Unity Sunday were Loren Young busy weekend.
and permanent Improvements at tention of the meeting that such Farnsworth Museum, has accepted Forgive
We wish to extend our sincere zoning appeals.
Saturday noon,
but have you saved any money
a
program
is
being
studied
by
the
j
‘
°
__
_________
|
$1
000.00.
of Rockland and Alfred Peters of a chimney fire at the Owl's Head heartfelt thanks to all our friends j
the position as treasurer of the
week? Rough, isn’t it, savInsurance was a $1.500.CO Item Rotary Club.
Thomaston. A special meeting of heme of Milton Philbrook required fcr the many cards, flowers and !
Maine Seafoods Festival He *111
wa? to'X
More
Got
Jobs
other
expressions
of
sympathy
1
In
the
school
costs
with
the
su

the Association will be held March j the attention of the fire fighters. '
Colorful Report Cover
be assisted by Mrs. Hadlock who ly and automatically *. . and'the
shown us during our bereavement.
22 at Unity.
perintendent’s
salary
set
at
There was no damage. At 5 p. m, | They were deeply appreciated.
For perhaps thc first time in has had several years experience easY way to do Lb at is through the
Mrs. Charles M. Lawry, Lanscom Manager Coughlin’s Office $2.6CO.CO; medical inspection at N,-.t England. a town report cover as an accountant
PayroU^Savings Plan where you
I on the same day, there was a call
G
Miller
Baked ham will be featured on to the residence of John Shepherd
Senter treasurer for the U<>rk- E’ery payda’r' » Part
Placed 72 In February 1 sioo an;i home economics ciasse was printed in full color. ThL« Wilbur
wuour center, treasurer for the your money goes into buviug De
Thomaston.
30
’
It
the menu of the Elks Club supper i at 5 Hall street, where the heating
at $1000.
year's Camden report carries an past two years, will serve in an ad- tense Bonds for you. Those Bonds
Compared To 54 the
to be held at Elks Home Tuesday I plant had caused smoke. No damTh? total budget was $101,731.31 aerial view of Camden harbor in visory capacity to the new officers grow—month by month—into a
CARD OF THANKS
Month Before
night.
The sum of $2,100.00 was .raised Ektachrome color by Camden Her upon hls return from the South in
S‘*able fUn? I°r T*n,1' futnrej age. Just to vary the proceedings
We wish to express our sincere
today is a good day to invest in
thar.ks for the floral tributes. To
February job placements in the to be used with an existing balance ald Photographer Bill Cross which May.
and
to
keep
from
getting
stale
the
Defense
Bonds fur your future_
Mr. and Mrs. John Passon, have
the ones who furnished cars and to Rockland labor market area were of $911.97 for use in establishing is most unusual and certainly a
Miss Winifred Ramsdell was ap and your country's future. Join the
moved from 19 Birch street to 21 firefighters ran out the aerial everyone who helped in any way
a third greater than those made ln a handicapped children's class in departure from the usual cover de pointed secretary of the Festival Payroll Savings Plan where you
pumper and shot 25 gallons of In our recent bereavement.
Masonic street, the Tel. 620-JK.
Remember—Defense Bunds
signs seen on town reports.
group this morning by President work.
water down their own chimney at
The family of William O Sim January, according to Manager the community.
are now even better!
mons.
30*
lt
Harold
Look.
He
stated
that
he
New
Gymnasium
Costs
John
D.
Coughlin
of
the
Maine
23
Spring
street:
oh
yes,
the
fire

Rockland Lodge of Masons wil!
Employment Security office at 437 | The new gym at the high school MRS. KATHERINE A. HARDY was more than pleased to see a rep- val from the Business & Profes
meet tonight at the -Masonic Tem house chimney was blazing. Again,
( ARD OF THANKS
Mrs. Katherine A. Hardy, wife of! resentative of one of the six sional Women's Club.
requ:r°d $11.04'.00 for reduction
Main street.
no
damage.
And
at
2.59
p.
m.,
ple. Master Masons degree will be
We wish to extend our sincere
Coughlin said his office made 72 of the principal on the bonds, in Captain F P. Hardy, died at her women’s clubs taking part on the
exemplified. The meeting will be Sunday, a grass fire at 22 Oliver thanks to the relatives, friends and
For social Items in The Courierpreceded by a ham supper at 6 30. street was extinguished without neighbors, the O.ES.. the Willing job placements in February com terest on remaining bonds and in- home. 31 Main street, Thomaston, Festival as an officer. The new
secretary is a director of the Festi- Gazette, Phone 1044, City.
Workers, WC.T.U. of Appleton. parable with 54 in the previous 30- terest on tax anticipation loans. 011 Saturday.
tf
damage to property.
W.C.T.U. of Camden and the day period.
Born in East Hampden as the
Mrs. Iva O'Brien Smith of
The debt was reduced $8030 by the
County WCT.U for the many
Traffic ln the Rockland office article approving the expenditure. daughter of the late John and
Charlestown. Mass., and Mrs Vir
BORN
beautiful floral offerings at the fu
Bridget Welch, she had resided
ginia Ecsonomou of Lowell. Mass,
Loker—At Knox Hospital. March neral of Mrs. C. Elizabeth New during February was pegged at
Public Safety Budget
were called home by the serious 8. to Mr and Mrs. Walter R. Loker. bert. To the bearers. Leroy Moody. 6.210—a drop of 4.8 per cent from
Appropriations totaling $35,640.00 there and in Bangor for many I
Albert Pitman. Ma,vnard Brown January figures.
years.
illness of their father Charles L. a son—Walter John Loker.
were alloted to public safety serv
and John Howard. To Sirs. Eve
Staples
—
At
Camden
Community
Hcr husband survives, as well as;
The
number
of
men
and
women
Blake. Winter street.
Hospital, March —. to Mr. and lyn Pitman on whom we depended seeking jobs through facilities of ices and Included the Fire Depart a son. F. Arnold Hardy of Thom- 1
ment. ambulance service. Police
Mrs Rus-ell Staples. Jr., of Rock and who attended to arrangements
Osgood Gilbert, trustee of the port. a daughter—Terry Lee.
there so nicely. To Rev. Donald the Rockland MESC office, placed Department. Civil Defense, hyd aston; a sister, Mrs. A. P Smith'
Ryder for his excellent tribute, to at 1.183 at the close of February I
of Portland: a brother. M. F. ’
Maine Maritime Academy is flying
Rev. Harold Nutter who offered business, included 605 women and rant rentals ar.d street lighting. Welch of East Hampden; several'
MARRIED
to Miami today to go aboard the
Highest
figure
went
to
the
Fire
prayer, to Mrs. Mabel Meservey
grandchildren, one great grand-1
academy cruise ship Empire State
Spear-Thorndike — At
Owl's and daughter and Rovce Miller for 175 veterans. In the job-seeking
Department which received $4300
child, and several nieces and
for the trip from Miami to Port Head. March 8. William Hovey the beautiful music and to the group were 72 physically handi
by
assessment
and
$3000
from
cur

nephews.
You all capped workers, among whom were
land. Thc ship with its 240 cadets i Spear of Rockport and Barbara Laite Funeral Home.
I Ann Thorndike of West Rockport— know what such loving considera
rent surplus. Assessment, current
Funeral sen-ices were held this
17 women and 54 veterans. At the
and the academy staff, is due in I by Albert E. MacPhail. N P.
tion would have meant to her. beginning of the month the office surplus and excise taxes were used morning at 9 o'clock at St. James
Portland March 18.
who lived her life considering
to raise the total.
Catholic Church. Thomaston. In
DIED
others. Our heartfelt thanks to listed 1.152 job seekers.
Here it no mere claim of quality.
Public Works Appropriations
Just arrived. Spring Suiting, asst,
terment at Mount Hope cemetery
The number of unfilled Job open
Middleton—At Rockland, March all.
Here it tbe product of a
Public works, which includes I in Bangor at 1 o'clock.
patterns at Reduced Prices: also 8, Daniel Middleton, husband of
H. C. and Elizabeth K Stanley. ings dropped 43.5 per cent during
reputation the whole world
Corduroy Remnants $1.09 yd. The Bella Middleton, age 75 years. Fu J. H. and Chryttal S. Pennington February—from 62 as the month street construction, and mainten
knowt and respects. For
Remnant Shoppe, Tel. 523. 30" lt neral services Wednesday, 2 p. m. and children of Decatur, MLss30-lt began to 35 at the close of busl- ance, snow removal, sidewalks.
Hallicrafters precision communi
at Headley Funeral Home. Vinalha
Municipal
Court
.-treet cleaning, sewers, and shade
cations equipment it used
-----------------ness.
ven. Interment in Carver Ceme
the world over.
tree protection, as well as street
CARD OF THANKS
____________
GAME PARTY
tery, Vinalhaven.
Neal Potter, Camden, pleaded
Mrs Elia Hart, 20 Rankin St,
DANIEL MIDDLETON
signs and department equipment, guilty to a charge of operating a
Wallace—At Rockland. March 9.
See the magnificent Hallieraftm
EVERY FRIDAY
is ln ill health and a shut-in
-- ,
Arthur W. Wallace, age 83 years who
TV today. See quality in action?
for three months, wishes to thank I Daniel Middleton, 75, formerly of received a total of $56.26451. The car without a license on March 6
At 7.30 P. M.
Funeral services and Interment ln relatives and friends for pretty, Vinalhaven, died
Quality to superior that it
in Rockland fund was raised by assessment tn at Saturday's session of Rockland
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Hammonton, N. J.
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a
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be
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from
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March 2, Mrs. Enna F. Martin, for
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no premium iu
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worth
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FOR WMF
was
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and
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Public
Landing
I wish to thank most sincerely
Rockland police charged Mrs.
Pitts—At Mystic. Conn., George
All HalUeraften TV sets can be
An ordinance was Introduced Pearl Turner, Augusta, with speedEdgar Pitts, a native of Rockport, the members of the Baptist (Ross) Middleton, and Is survived
Church. Help One Another Circle by his widow, Mrs. Bella Donald and pas-ed which controls the use ing on Park street on March 6. Her
quickly and inexpensively cooage 67 years
Kings Daughters,
Warren Middleton: one daughter, Mrs. W
RUSSELL
verted to receive the coming
Knowles—At Rockland, March 7, of
of the Public Landing float and case was continued.
Grange
of
Warren,
and
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John C. Knowles, age 59 years. Fu
J. Massey of Wilmington. Del., and
ant
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of
West
Rockport,
ar.d
Funeral Home
obsolescence when you invvst
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for
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$4 HOUR AMBULANCE
Model 1053 (without felecart) 21-inch tube. S274.95
Eugley—At
West
Waldoboro, pital, Portland.
Mrs. Ernest Benner. I Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock
Mohogany finish. Also available in blond, model 1054.
SERVICE
March 8. Annie M. Eugley, age 72
Warren.
30-lt. from the Headley Funeral Home,
years. Funeral services will be
Vinalhaven, Rev. W. S. Stackhouse
PHONE 701
held Wednesday. 2 p. m. at Flan
9 CLAREMONT STREET
officiating. Burial in Carver cem
TV NEWEST HIT!
ders' Funeral Home, Rev. Philip
Palmer officiating. Interment in
ROCKLAND. ME.
etery will foUow.
GIRLS
WANTED
Roll your H-UiOTfm, icrm th« room, onto the porvh or puna, .11 rroon.1 the I
German Lutheran Cemetery.
1-tf
At the
with utmost ease with the Teiceart. >39.95
Ames — At Attleboro. Maes.,
IN MEMORIAM
March 8, Herbert D. Ames of Vi Rockland Poultry Company
In loving memory of my Dad,!
Apple in Person
nalhaven. Funeral Thursday. 2
Robert W. Hussey, who passed (
41 TILLSON AVENUE
p. m. from Headley Funeral Home,
NEW LOCATION
30-32 awav March 6, 1942.
Vinalhaven. Interment ln Bayview
Mrs. Robert Har-com |
UCkMrtWVtAWWWW 30* lt
Cemetery, Vinalhaven,

TV QUALITY

hallicrafters

NOW OPEN
5 FOR BUSINESS

A program of
oRgaH

BURPEE

Funeral Home
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390—624-M
lit-111 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

1-tf

Music

arranged lo meet the
wishes of lhe family,
forms a reverential
part of lhe service.

j

5

71-75 PARK STREET

CLOSED
The Office of Dr. Barbara G. Luce
20 CHESTNUT STREET

COMPLETE NEW STOCK

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN

Will Be Closed From
THURSDAY, MARCH 12 thru
SUNDAY, MARCH 15 inc.

Installed and Serviced by

A. C. McLOON & CO.

STUDLEY

Dr. Donald F. Brown Will Cover Calls
Insofar As Possible.

38888383S8838S8e8883S8&!«8e8S»S8S88S«5ei!S:!!g»e*
30-32

Tel. 1154

Rockland, Me.
30-lt

ROCKLAND

TEL. 51

MAINE

EASY TERMS ON COMPLETE INSTALLATIONS

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WARREN

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

ALENA L STARRETT

Correspondent
Telephone 48

HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, i. e., advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

I Boy Scouts of Troop 224 will
! meet at 7 p. m.. every Thursday
I night, it is announced by scoutI master Paul Diiliaway, and assist
ant Henry Laukka. All boys inter
ested are requested to register
early.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no boohkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—live to a

A Civil Service examination for
the position of rural carrier in
Warren will be held shortly at the
Rockland Post Office. Applications
I will close April 2.

Line.

WANTED

FOR SALE

J
$350 MONTHLY SPARE TIME
NEW Typewriter, Roc coon Coat
National Company seeks reliable '
and Muskrat Coat, all tn perfect
condition. TEL. 1684-W.
30-32 party to own and operate route of
vending machines. This is not |
1948 MOTOR Scooter and side nuts. No selling required. $250 per
car for sale, good condition, new month possible part time, full
tires; Call at 4354 JAMES ST., time more. Car and $800 cash re
after 6 p. m._________ 30*32 quired which ls secured by inven
This will stand strict inves
CANARIES for sal? Guaranteed tory.
tigation. For interview in your
singers, $10. Females ready for town with factory representative, |
breeding $3.
BETTY TOWNS include phone and address ln ap- j
END. Thomaston. Tel. 126-13
IMPERIAL
MFG
30-32 plication.
AGENCY, ©46 Goodfellow. St I
Louis
12,
Mo.
30*32 |
1939 Buick Sedan for sale. Price
$135. Cash. TEL. 273-M.
30*32
RELIABLE past
middle-aged
SOFA Bed, used three years, for married man desires part time ’
caretaker
or
handy
man
’s Jeb. Will
sale. Very good condition. Cost
near $179, now $86. Television Set, consider full time. Preferably near j
Emerson console model, mahogany. Belfast, Rockiand or C3mden, or
$150 ; 32 HELL ST.
29-31 vicinity. Drive car. No liquor.
Handy with tools; by May 1 Write
FOUR 560x17 4-ply Tires for P. O. BOX 157, Yantic, Conn.
sale., almost new. $35 for the lot.
30-32
or will sell separate. Tubes if de
CHUROH Circles, or individuals,
sired. TEL. 878-M.
29-31
chance to make money. I need o!d
HIGH Pressure Hot-water Cop sheets (the older the better) to
per Tank for sale, 30 gal. capacity. make hand-woven rugs. Pay 15c
The FIX-IT SHOP. 138 Camden each. HELEN GUSHEE, Union.
Bt. Tel. 1091-W.___________ 29-31 R. 1, Maine
30*lt
ELEOTRTC Incubator. 600-egg.
YOUNG Girl for baby sitting and
and two 250-egg hot water Incu mother's helper wanted.
One
bators for sale. C. H. WALES. child. Apply In Person. 32 HILL
Cushing. Tel 388-31.
29*31 STREET.
29-31
THREE 650x18 6-ply Heavy DutyWOMAN for general hcusewcik
Tires for sale, lots of tread; onc wanted. Live in or out. TEL. 100
660x18 4-ply $35 for the lot, or will Tenant's Harbor.
29-31
sell separate.
Tubes if desired.
BABY
Sitter
wanted,
also
light
TEL. 878-M.
29-31
housework, part-time or full-time.
EARLY Cut Baled Hay for sale, Write BOX 538, Rockland, giving
delivered or at the farm. Tel. full references.
29-31
806-J. PETER EDWARDS.
28-30

ONE-pipe Furnace, complete, for
sale, also a circulating oil Heater.
Priced to sell. I. C. MacBRIDE.
11 Fulton St. Tel. 269-JK. 28-30
SALT! money ln comfort with the
famous Burrowes Rustless Alumi
num Combination Storm Windows
and Screens, Aluminum Combina
tion Doors. For special price and
terms, phone or see me in person.
E T. LONG.
113 Camden St.. Rockland. Tel. 1503
27tf
Keep your Home warm in winter,
cool in summer with Johns Man
ville Rock Woo’, insulation. Cuts
fuel bills in half.
E. T. LONG.
Direct Factory Agent.
113 Camden St. Rockland Tel. 1503

ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
Union St., Grove St. entrance Tel.
1680 EVA AMES
26*31

OIL burners, cleaned. THE FIXIT SHOP, 138 Camden St. Tel.
1091-W.
15tf

IRON, Steel, Metal Rags and
Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR
DON 4c SON, 6 Leland St., Tel
123-W.______________________ 98tf
DON'T discard your old or
antique furniture Call. H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and re
finishing; 48 Masonic St
Tel
Itf

(106-M

TO LET

FOR Rent: Small Office, second
floor, located on Main Street, lava
EARLY cut good quality baled tory and flush, ready for occupancy
Hay for sale. NEIL RUSSELL March 15 CHARLES E. BICK
Tel. 408
lltf NELL II. licensed real estate
Broker, 509 Main St.
30-31
’
ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
Trap Stock, largest supply In
FURNISHED Room to let Kit
Maine. INDEPENDENT LOBSTER chen privileges if desired. Woman
OOMPANY. Rockiand. Tel. 303.
preferred. TEL L53O-W.
30-32
129 tf
HOSPITAL Beds for rent, rea
sonable rate.
UNITED HOME
REAL ESTATE
SUPPLY CO., 579 Main St., Tel.
939, Rockland.
55and61-EOT
ONE of the finest building lots in
IF you are looking for a modern
the city for sale, fronting on one
street and two sides on proposed four-room Apartment and bath
Tel.
271-R or Inquire at 142 Cam
streets, $1800: A going Main Street
28*30
business, showed good profit last den St.
year. Financial responsibility must
HEATED
and
furnished
single
be established
No .information
double rooms, also kitchenette
given over phone. CHARLES E. and
to let; 148 Broadway, TEL.
BIOKNELL. II. licensed real estate Apt
28tf
Broker, 509 Main St.
30-31 798-R or 8891.
ROOM to let in Bicknell Block,
501 Main St.. Apt. 1, kitchen privi
CHARLES E. BICKNELL. II leges if desired TEL. 503-RK.
___________________________ 30-32
REAL ESTATE BROKER
FIVE-Room downstairs Apt to
TELEPHONE 1574
Itf
509 M UN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME. let. TEL 213-M.
Management
Sales
FURNISHED and Unfurn. Apts
Rentals
Appraisals
to let. Central and No. End loca
30-tf tions. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. U9tf
SANDING Machine and Polisher
FOR SALE
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer
Reduced in price. The Knowlton Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
Farm at the head of the Bay; ex CO 440 Main St
Itf
cellent location with 50 acres: wood
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts
lot: good farm for stock or poultry.
Attractive setting with view of I to let on Willow St. TEL. 939 or
1 1219.
lOltf
■water.
Attractive Home of 7 rooms, near
HEATED and unhealed furnished
central location; central heat and Apts, to let. V F STUDLEY, 77
bath. $7000.
”ark St Tels ROC? or 'W
Exceptional Home of 8 rooms,
well arranged for professional use
with combination office and home. MISCELLANEOUS
All modern Improvements and ex
EVERY photographer, amateur
cellent condition, $12,000
Vacant lot at Crescent Beach ln or professional knows the most im
year around location with road and portant part of the Photographic
.electricity. Good building site, Industry lies in the care of finish
ing photographs Twenty years of
$250.
Bee F H. WOOD. Court House experience in this field guarantees
30-31 that you will become one of our
satisfied customers
Mail your
FOR SALE
film to HELEN'S PHOTO-FINISH
Thomaston, 8 Dunn St . Small ING SERVICE. Box 203. Wellesley
House, att. gar., bath 1st floor; 81, Mass Include 5c for each ex
stoker, lot 94x166, 4 bedrooms. posure on your film. All unprint
$7000 Write S. A. LAVENDER able negatives will be credited at
Houlton. Maine
25-39 5c per print. Return Postage
Guaranteed
27-T-36
27tf

TOUriSHED COTTAGES
MAINE ESTATE
SAFETY HARBOR, FLORIDA
Claaa ta St Petersburg, Clear

water and Tampa.
Write far information circular

139-tl

SOCIAL ITEMS

APPRECIATED
Write or Telephone
1044 or 770

The Courier-Gazette

es-aw

New Physican Welcomed At North Haven

Rehearsals for the Lions Club
Minstrel Show chorus are on twice
weekly in preparation for the
spring show, date of which will be
announced. Rehearsals this week
will be Tuesday and Thursday at
White Oak Grange Hall, the ac
companist, Mrs. B. J. Pellicani. All
Interested singers are invited to
participate.

Artist Guest Speaker

Maurice Day, Damariscotta artist,
formerly connected with the Walt
Disney Studios, was well received
as guest speaker Thursday night
at the March meeting of the War
ren Woman's Club. Both his nar
rative and slides, in addition to his
own sketches made for the Artists
Trail Notes in the Katahdin re
gion, won hls audience completely.
The beauty of the region shown in
the pictures enthralled his listeners,
among whom were members of the
Community Club of Union, and of
the Rockland Club. Mrs. Herbert
Emmons, as chairman of the eve
ning program, ably presented the
speaker. During the short business
meeting, the club voted to con
tribute to the local cancer cam
paign.

EGGS & CHICKS

CLEMENTS RED-ROCK BLACK
PULLETS have proven highly
profitable for commercial egg pro
ducers
Healthy, quick growing,
heavy laying, reasonable ln price.
Malne-U. S. Approved, PuUorum
Clean. Also Reds, Barred Rocks,
Leghom-Red Crosses tor eggsother breeds for meat. Write for
prices — CLEMENTS CHICKS,
INC., Route 33, Winterport, Maine.
(2)
BABY Chicks, $17 per hundred.
Started pullets, one week old, at
day old price, while they last. WIL
MOT DOW HATCHERY, Waldo
boro. Tel. 91-2.
29-40
_ BLACK sex-link Pullet Chicks
for sale: bred for high egg produc
tion and resistance to leukosis. We
also have the Silver-Cross. ROKES
kVXXX\XVV\\X\\\\VN\\\\\XVXXVk POULTRY FARM, Cobb Road,
Camden, Me. Tel. 2281.
13tf
ELECTROLUX CLEANERS SEX-Link Chickens from PulA Bonded Service Representative Iorum Clean U. S. Approved stock
WH1 Re in Rockland and Vicinity for sale. The same fine chicks
Monday, March 9 thru
1 you have had for over ten years,
Frldav. March 13
i “ralght run 15ttc; pullets 31c.
TELEPHONE 395-M
DUTCH NECK HATCHERY, Mel
29-31 ville Davis. Tel. 122-23 Waldoboro
\xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxv\xxxxxxvvw
lOtf
FOR EXPECTANT
SEX-Link Chicks for sale. Maine
MOTHERS ONLY
U S Approved Puilorum clean,
If you guess exact day of arrival. ! high egg producing stock, very low
you will receive free a baby auto mortality. BYRON MILLS, Wal
seat. Register now at MEREDITH doboro, Tel. 51-3.
6tf
FURNITURE OO, Rookland.
otf;
CLAYT BITLER
—SINGHR Sewing Mfg Co. Sales
Service and Repair. Write or Call
Wants
to See YOU About
258 Water St, Augusta, Tel. 3770 or
Rockland Rep, John C. Benson,:
376 Broadway. Rockland, TEL >
836-W
144-tf

cood/Tear

SECOND-Hard Furniture bought
and sold.
Tel 1374-W.
C W
SEWALL.
107tf

TIRES

WALDOBORO

MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-.4

MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone 250

Seven Tree Orange regular meet
ing, Wednesday, March 11 with a
St. Patrick's program presented.
The Friendly Circle of Methodist
Church holds and requests the
honor of your presence at the mar
riage of their daughter Miss Tumblena Stoop to McVernon Hlddy
the evening of March 13 at the
Methodist Church. Reception fol
lowing collection taken at door.

Ira 8canlln, Jr., of Brunswick
was at Roecoe Hinckley's this last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. James Vanderpool
and son Peter were in Portland re
cently.
Lewis Black and Bruce Crowell
of Rockland were callers at W. H.
Crowell's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Packard of
Warren were calling on friends ln
town Saturday.
Maynard Wallace who has em
ployment in East Hartford, Conn.,
spent the weekend at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Woodbury
of Monmouth has been visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Woodbury, St.
Aubrey MacDonald of Portland
has been ln town on business.
The Missionary Society of the
First Baptist Church met at the
home of Mrs. W. H. Crowell Friday
afternoon with a good attendance.
The next meeting will be with Mrs.
Harold Perry, Pleasant street.

Fxtenaion Association

The Extension Association has
offered a course of sewing to High
8chool girls. Friday afternoon the
following group met at Mrs. Veda
Scott's and with Mrs. Harriet Oarnoll as leader will conduct this
course. Thursday March 12 they
will meet at Mrs. Ann Burgess for
first lesson. Those Joining were
Sandra Richards, Joan Knight,
Grace Calderwood, Rita Leiones,
George Young photo
Frances Guyette and Evelyn GuyThe town of North Haven extended a generous welcome to its new resident physician and wife recently. ette.

Mrs. Ernest Benner has returned
home from Maine General Hospi Dr Hugo Hochschild, a native of Germany, is a graduate of Frankfurt University and practiced in the Re
tal, Portland, where she received public of Chile and also at McCook General Hospital. Above. First Selectman Vernon L. Beverage greets
treatment.
Mrs. Hochschild and Doctor Hochschild.
Mystery Circle will meet Wed
nesday evening with Mra Edna
Moore.
In observance of National 4-H
Club week this week, the White
Oak 4-H Club will present the play
“4-H Is Coming To Town," during
the lecturer's Hour Friday night
at White Oak Grange, directed by
the local leader. Mrs. Hazel Gam
mon. Members of the club on the
cast are, June and Linda Stimp
son, Gail Kigel, Alfred Wyllie, Fred
Webel, Elder. Beane and Alton
Gammon assisted by Jean Kigel
and Katheryn Wyllie.
Exhibited at the high school la
the first of a group of six ln a se
ries of pictures on modern art.
loaned by tlie Farnsworth Museum
of Rockland. Purpose of the exhi
bit is to interest the pupils In mod
ern art. Later there wil! be an in
dustrial exhibit, and a scientific
exhibit.
The ladies of the Congregational
Mission Circle will meet at the
chapel Thursday at 3 p. m. Mem
bers are reminded to bring in their
mite boxes for women's gift.
A business meeting of the Con
gregational Ladies Circle at 4 p. m..
Thursday afternoon at the chapel,
will be followed by a public supper
at 6 p. m. Leader of the devotional
period at the meeting will be Mrs
Fred Perk.ns, Jr.
Mrs. Ida Castner of Waldoboro
ls house guest of Mr. and Mrs
Oliver Libby. Dinner guests at the
Libby Farm Sunday were Mr and
Mrs. Ross Day of Monmouth.
Mrs. Kathryn Maxey Draper of
South Warren has received a tem
porary appointment as substitute
clerk at the Warren post office,
replacing Mrs. Verna Mank, who
resigned the position after nearly
six years of service there.

UNION

fuel, janitor sendees, conveyance of
St. George Meeting pupils, tuition, textbooks and sup
VINALHAVEN
(Continued From Page One)
plies totaled $27,700.
MRS- EDWIN MADDOX
nouned his rsignation which be
Added to the above figure was
Correspondent
comes effective on March 15. The H300 for school building repairs;
Telephone 137
citizens present gave him a rising $1,050 for school building insur
vote of thanks in appreciation for ance; $226 for bus Insurance and
Mrs. William Chilles is a patient
$300 for the hot lunch program.
at Maine General Hospital, ln his services to the community.
Other town officers elected In
The Port Clyde School debt re
Portland.
Leland Roberts arrived Friday, cluded Town Cierk Alma Heal who| quired $2,000 for a payment, plus
called by the illness of his brother. has served several years arid Joe 4157.50 for interest fees.
Simmons as tax collector and town
Road Appropriations
Freeman Roberts.
treasurer. Maynard
Wiley was
State Aid road construction was
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Burgess,
named road commissioner and Jo voted in at $1,200 and a wage of 90
who have been visiting Mr. Burgess’
sephine Harper a member of the cents per hour set for road work
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Bur
school committee for a three year ers in the town. Firemen on a call
gess, Sr., left Monday for Hanni
term. The selection of three fire wlil get $1 for the first hour and
bal, Mo., where they will make their
commissioners was left to the se then drop to the same rate as the
home.
lectmen.
road crews.
Stated Communication of Moses
Firehouse Funds Voted
The tarring of town roads was
Webster Lodge No. 145 AF.&AM.,
Citiens approved an article ask-1 approved to the extent of $1500.
will be held Tuesday evening at lng $6,000 for the erection of a fire
The excise tax fund was nipped
730.
station in the town. They directed for $300 to be spent on sidewalks
Mrs. Olga Carleton was.hostess to that $4,000 be taken from town sur in Port Clyde Village while $500
the Knit Wits on Tuesday for an plus and $2,000 raised by assess was raised to repair High street
evening of knitting and sewing, ment. The selection of the loca from Watts avenue to the Post Of
with a delicious lunch being served tion of the station was left to the fice in Tenants Harbor.
In closing the meeting, residents
selectmen and fire commissionera
during the evening.
Eben Randlett, who has been vis who were directed to award con voted to go on Daylight Saving
u * | Time in accordance with the City
iting with Mr. and Mrs. Max Con struction by sealed bids.
It was also votea to Join the of Rockland
and surrounding
way for the past few days has re
Knox County Firemen’s Associa towns.
turned to Camden.
Town Clerk Alma Heal and Mod
tion ln a mutual aid pact being
Nows has been received that Mrs.
formulated between the towns ol erator Whitney Wheeler were giv
Kenneth Gillis of North Haven is
en a rising vote of thanks ln ap
the county,
a patient at the Good Samaritan
preciation for their services to the
Secession Hot Issue
Hospital in Portland, Ore. Her
Spruce Head's secession from thc town.
many friends in Vinalhaven will be
interested to know, and might wish i Town of St.. George did not meet
with favor in all quarters and the
to remember her with cards.
subect was discussed at some
‘•Just Another Club"
length.
Mrs. Patricia Crossman enter
As the matter now stands, South
tained "Just Another Club" at her
Thomaston has voted to accept
home on Thursday evening. Re
that portion of Spruce Head which
freshments were served and a hap is now in St. George and the bill
•
7 A
•
py evening of handiwork and con
authorizing It is in legislature.
versation was enjoyed by all. Spe
Until very recently, it was under
cial guests were Mrs. Ada Mae- stood that the secession was an
Williams, Mrs. Helen Johnson and amiable affair with both towns INDEMNITY INSURANCE COM
Mrs. Oay Peterson.
PANY OF NORTH AMERICA
seeing eye to eye in order to bring
Philadelphia, Penn.
Church Night
about a more convenient way of
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1952
The Missionary Committee with life for those Spruce Headers
Bonds,
$87,405,264.95
Rev. W. S. Stackhouse, chairman, whose homes were just over the Stocks.
68,444,718.00
was In charge of the Church Night St. George boundary from 'Keag [ Cash and Bank De
at Union Church last Wednesday territory.
posits, •
7337,04551
evening. The meeting was opened
In Article 21, voters approved the ' Agents’ Balances or Un
collected Premiums, 9,424.54152
with a Scripture Reading and tarring of a road In Spruce Head
Other Assets,
2356,021.61
Prayer by Rev. Stackhouse. This running from the Post Office to
was followed by a service of mes the wharf past the Philip York
Total Assets,
$155,467,591.69
sage and song on the character residence—providing Spruce Head
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER
FUNDS
and life of the Old Testament Pat- j does not secede to South ThomasReserve for Losses,
$53,166301.00
riarch, Enoch, presented by Mrs. ton. The cost was $300.
Reserve for Loss Adjust
8tackhpuse. This was interspersed
Appropriations
ment Expenses,
7.20053100
with the singing of hymns by the
Funds alloted to various projects Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
37.821.531.00
congregation and a vocal solo by in the operation of the community
2,588589 00
Doris R. Arey. The meeting was fOr the coming year included $6,300 Reserve for Taxes,
2.64832893
concluded by singing the Doxologv for town officers salaries and | AU Other Liabilities,
and benediction by Rev. Stack- $1500 to the contingent fund.
Total Liabilities. $103.42538093
house. Refreshments were served
Also, $1,000 to the fire depart Special Surplus
and a social hour followed. Next ment and $1,236 for street light, Funds,
$27,042,210.76
Wednesday’s Church Night will be costs. Included also was $1,000 for Capital Paid Up or Statu
tory Deposit,
5,030,000.00
presented by the Daily Vacation a physicians bonus and $162 for a
Unassigned Funds
Bible School Committee with Mrs. health nurse.
(Surplus),
20,000,000.00
Jennie Webster chairman.
Surplus as Regards,
The excise tax was directed to
Policyholders.
$52,042,210.76
Night Hawks Meet
costs of roads and bridges in its
The Night Hawks were enter entirety. Snow removal funds of
Total,
$155,467501.89
tained by Phyllis Maddox at her $1500 were approved as was $1300
30-T-36
home on
Wednesday evening. for aid to dependent children.
COLONIAL
FIRE
UNDERWRIT

Lunch was served and the evening
Support of the poor required
ERS, Branch of
passed with the usual knitting and $3,000 of town funds while $200
NATIONAL FIRE INS. CO.
rug making. Frances Gilchrist pre went to cutting bushes and $430.80
OF HARTORD
sented the Club with an added at t -ward winter maintenance.
Hartford. Conn.
ASSETS. DEC. 1952
traction by showing kodachrome
School Funds
Bonds.
$43,272,001 77
views of the members at different
Thc school budget for teaching. Stocks.
46,180,157.49
homes and in various candid poses.
Real Estate Owned,
2,493.463.56
I Jon's Meeting
SAINT PAUL-MERCURY IN
Mortgage Loans on
DEMNITY COMPANY
Real Estate.
173800.00
There was a large group present
St. Paul, Minn.
Cash and Bank De
at their regular meeting on Thurs
posits,
6.04181273
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1952
day evening. A baked bean and fish Bonds,
$44949212.28 Agents' Balances or
cake supper was served by mem Stocks,
Uncollected Pre
8.561938.00
miums,
5,756.606.44
bers of the Church Circle. Guy Cash and Bank De
938,588 44
posits,
1992,550.30 Other Assets,
Johnson, principal of the Vinalha
Agents' Balances or Un
ven High School, was the guest
collected Premiums, 7.093,847 46
Total Assets.
tl<®.856.430.42
speaker, and two other faculty Other Assets,
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
1369,102.80
OTHER FUNDS
members. Warren Tlbbetta and
Total Assets.
$53,966.650 95 Reserve for Losses. $1225854396
Marc Orund were also guests.
Reserve for loss Ad
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Smith's Entertain
justment Expenses, 1341920.00
OTHER FUNDS
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Snith en Reserve for Losses.
$25364,167.39 Reserve for Unearned
Premiums.
50807934.60
tertained the Can-So Club at their Reserve for Loss Adjust
2400:18336
ment Expenses,
4,118,679.00 Reserve for Taxes.
home on Saturday evening, for the
All Other Liabilities.
1.15084638
Reserve for Unearned Pre
last meeting of the season. A de
miums,
30957,01761
licious luncheon was served by the Reserve for Taxes,
Total Liabilities,
67540,428.27
1,016500.00
1373.473 45 8pecial Surplus Funds
hostess, and the evening passed All Other Liabilities,
Reserve for Contin
with playing canasta. Winners were
gencies,
$7,050,000.00
Total Liabilities,
$52.819837.65
Mre. Ernest Clayter, Mrs. Ted Capital Paid Up or
Capital Paid Up or
MacDonald. Mrs. Max Conway and
Statutory Deposit,
5,000,000.00
Statutory Deposit,
$3,000,000.00
Unassigned Funds
Mrs. Hollis Burgess won the mys Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
30256,002.18
(Surplus),
8.146,81330
tery prize.
Surplus as Regards Pol
Surplus as Regards Pol
icyholders.
$42,036,008.16
icyholders,
$11,14681330
A man who makes a successful
prophecy Is almost sure to make
another one that isn't.

Total,

$63986.65095
30-T-36

Total,

$109865.430.42

30-T-36

CLARK ISLAND
Linda Tyler of South Thomaston
was a guest of Barbara Jarrett for
several days last week.
Mrs. Betsy Swanson returned re
cently from Worcester. Mass.,
where she was a guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Holmstrom. While in
Boston, Mrs. Swanson also attend
ed the Ice Follies.
Mr. and Mrs. Winslow Miller and
Charlie Chaples were recent busi
ness callers in Waterville.
Sheridan Lewis, a recent surgi
cal patient at Knox Hospital is
now confined to his home with
chicken pox.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Baum, Jr.,
were supper guests ot Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Miller recently.
Oscar Hamburg has returned
home from Knox Hospital where he
was a surgical patient.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Beckwith
of Wisconsin were guests of friends
in town this week.
Ernest Swanson accompanied
Bernard Davts to Boston recently.
Clark Island School was closed
Monday for town meeting.
Miss Dorothy Jackson a teacher
in Beverly, Mass., has been spend
ing a weeks vacation at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Milne.
Mrs. Ella Cline has returned to
her summer home at Spruce Head.
Mother's Club

The Mother's Club met at the
schoolhouse on Monday night.
Plans were made for a rummage
and candy sale to be held at the
school on March 20, with Stella
Dennison as chairman. At the con
clusion of the business meeting, re
freshments were served by Presi
dent Lorna Lewis. Those present
were; Lorna Lewis, Nadine Hughes,
Virginia Wall, Alice Rackllffe, Ethel
Darling, Leila Armstrong, Vera Pu
tansu, Violet Maker. Eleanor Ty
ler, Stella
Dennison, Madeline
Dennison, and Betty Putansu.

Annie M. Eugley
Annie M. Eugley, 72, died early
Sunday morning at her home ln
West Waldoboro. She waa born ln
Waldoboro,
1880,
October
12,
daughter of Oliver L. and Delana
Feyler Mank. She was a life long
resident of this town.
She was affiliated with the Meth
odist Church, Wiwurna Chapter,
OES, Meenahga Grange, Lincoln
Pomona. Wesley Society, West
Waldoboro Community Club.
Surviving are her husband Hud
son Eugley, one son Curtis Slde
linger of Soriento, Me., three
daughters, Mrs. Irene Spear, Mrs.
Madeline Crane, Mis6 Marion Eug
ley all of Waldoboro; one sister.
Mrs. Emma Walsh. One brother,
Alvin Mank of Washington, seven
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 2 p. m., at the Flan
ders Funeral Home. Rev. Phillip
Palmer officiating. Interment will
be in the German Lutheran cem
etery.
Nature can do most anything,
but copying the Illustrations in
seed catalogs just about stumps
her.
HEARTHSTONE INSURANCE
COMPANY' OF
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston. Mass

ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1962
Bonds.
$482.013 46
Cash and Bank Deposits, 68,334.09
Other Assset,
2.79652

Total Assets.
$551.144 06
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
$40.068 48
Reserve for Losses,
Reserve for Loss Ad
justment Expenses.
5,462 75
Reserve for Unearned
146.783 98
Premiums,
20340,66
Reserve for Taxes.
5.695.49
Al! Other Liabilities,

Total Liabilities,
Capital Paid Up or
Statutory Deposit,
Living within the income means
Unassigned Funds
living without worry.
(Surplus).
Surplus as Regards
Many people die from gas—some
Policyholders,
Inhale It, some ignite lt, and many
hundreds Just step on it.
Total,
ST. PAUL FIRE & MARINE
INSURANCE COMPANY

111 Wert 5th St.. St. Paul. 2, Minn.
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1952
Bonds,
$61036,128.42
Stocks.
47,769,395 00
Real Estate Owned,
3382932.14
Mortgage Loans on Real
Estate,
140934.46
Cash and Bank De
posits,
6578,276.83
Agents’ 'Balances or Un
collected Premulms, 7,280533.68
Other Assets,
3,416.037 44

Total Assets.
$129804,23797
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Losses, $11,790971,63
Reserve for Loss Ad
justment Expenses,
767,00000
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
40,491497.00
Reserve for Taxes.
3537388.01
All Other Liabilities,
4.062306.24

THE

LUMBER

$318,261 34

$200,000.00

132 392 72
$332,892 72

$551444 06
27-T-33

MUTUAL

FIRE

INSURANCE COMPANY OF

BOSTON, MASS.
Boston, Mass

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1052
Bonds.
$5931.799 29
Stocks.
947.160.00
Real Estate Owned,
225.000 00
Cash and Bank Deposits, 585,248 28
Agents’ Balances or Un
collected Premiums,
312.628 29
Other Assets.
8955975

Total Assets,
$8,151,48581
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Losses,
$246508.23
Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses,
10,87237
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
209036480
Reserve for Taxes,
11855295
All Other Liabilities,
6098698

Total Liabilities.
$3,460,384 33
Special Surplus Funds, $250.000 00
Total Liabilities,
$63,654,633 08 Unassigned Funds
Special Surplus Funds, $1,000,000.00
(Surplus),
4,441,101.28
Capital Paid Up or Statu
Surplus as Regards
tory Deposit,
20,000.000 00
Policyholders,
$4,69140138
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
47,949574.89
$8,151.46661
Total,
Surplus as Regards
27-T-33
Policyholders,
$68949574.89

Total,

$129,604,237.97
3O-T-36

EMPLOYERS' REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
Kansas City, Missouri

ASSETS, DEC 31. 1952
Bonds,
$43,799,878 99
Stocks.
4.617.400.00
Cenrord. N. II
Mortgage Loans on
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1952
Real Estate,
107,299.75
Bonds.
$1,74633192 Cash and Bank De
Stocks.
19,026.75
posits,
3,250387.23
Real Estate Owned,
32.738 02 Agents’ Balances or Un
Mortgage
Loans on
collected Premiums,
25151791
Real Estate,
1568.80
Other Assets,
387,364.19
Cash and Bank Deposits. 304.039 18
Other Assets.
1299256
Total Assets.
$52.414338 07
LIABILITIES SURPLUS AND
Total Assets.
$2,115596.33
OTHER FUNDS
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Reserve for Losses,
$27973,160 85
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Loss Adjust
Reserve for Losses.
$342301.42
ment Expenses,
2,142353.77
Reserve for Loss Adjust
Reserve for Unearned
ment Expenses.
63.386.13
Premiums,
8.898.010 89
Reserve for Unearned
Reserve for Taxes.
77019.75
Premims,
270.431.1,1 All Other Liabilities. $34731559
Reserve for Taxes.
3399532
AU Other Liabilities,
36,30691
Total Liabilities.
Capital Paid Up or
Total Liabilities,
$736520 79
Statutory Deposit,
Unassigned Funds
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus).
138857454
(Surplus)
Surplus as Regards
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
Policyholders.
FARM BUREAU MUTUAL INSURNCE COMPNY

Total.

$241

Total,

1433807

27-T-33

uesday-Thursday-Saturday

A WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND
Commander Reed Recalls a Chuckleful!
Incident At Nation's Capita,
A lady who spends some of her ’ alarming ,and everybody was on
summers In Bayside and has a the qui vive for what might hap
winter home In Arlington, Va., Just pen.
across the river from Washington,
Of course it happened. The
D. C., boarded a street car there gentleman, a dignified old bird of
recently and witnessed one of those comfortable proportions, finally
Atttle happenings In real life gen noticed his disarray and hastily
erally described as embarrassing did his best to make things right.
moments.
In his haste he did what everybody
It was early afternoon in late aboard hoped he would do, and
fall, and the car was comfortably ’ got his zipper all tangled up In the
filled with shoppers and people on lady's fox tall.
their way to work. There were no
A ripple of laughter put the lady
straphangers however and this wise and she yanked viciously on
permitted an unobstructed view the offending fur, nearly lifting
across the aisle. Opposite the Ar the poor man out of his seat. He
lington lady there sat a middle- grabbed in his turn, trying to pre
aged. square-Jawer female, all serve his dignity, and the couple
decked out in what was obviously glared at each other to the vast
an expensive fox fur. This woman delight of their audience. The
was so amply proportioned, and old lady's jaw Jutted still further
her fur piece so voluminous, that forward, and the old boy stuttered
altogether she occupied consider and turned purple. In the mean
able seat area, which didn’t seem time the zipper froze completely.
It was one of these occasions
to bother her a bit, although her
,-^eat mates on either side were un when a feller needs a friend, and
I it also called fcr a little chivalry
comfortably crowded.
The situation was a familiar toward the lady. A whole car full
one on any street car and it oc of pleased and sympathetic pas
Sug
casioned no comment until lt was sengers responded nobly.
observed that the compressed gestions ran all the way from
gentleman on the lady’s right had turning in a fire alarm to summon
evidently forgotten to zip up his ing J. Edgar Hoover. One prac
Jacket. The proxtmity of those tical minded lady proffered a pair
dangling fox tails to that unzipped of scissors as her solution to the
zipper soon attracted everybody’s difficulty, but there was an imme
attention for the possibilities were diate difference of opinion between
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the Siamese twins as to how those
scissors were to be employed. The
lady announced In no uncertain
terms that she didn't intend to
have her new garment mutilated
by any amateur amputations Just
because some old man had neglect
ed to dress himself properly, and
the man was Just as positive he
wasn’t going to have his Jacket
spoiled Just because some old lady
didn’t know enough to keep her
clothes to herself.
For awhile things were at an
impasse. The car rolled on until
the lady reached her destination
and wanted to get off. This was
trouble compounded. The man re
fused to budge. His destination
was further down town and he In
tended to go there, fur or no fur.
At this point In the proceedings,
an amused passenger, who was evi
dently enjoying the situation
hugely, suggested that what the
couple really needed was the serv
ices of a locksmith. It Just so
happened that he knew the address
of a good locksmith who, he
thought, would be glad to operate
in this case and effect a legal sepa
ration. By this time the united
pair were not speaking, and the
passengers took charge.
The car stopped at a side street
where the locksmith had his ga
rage and a helpful but giggling
crowd Jettisoned the snarled up
pair, and stood around to direct
traffic In case of accident.
The lady from Arlington said
that the last she saw of this em
barrassed couple was the parade
they put on a3 they marched up
the side street toward the lock
smith and freedom. The lady
ploughed along like a battleship,

SECURITY OR OPPORTUNITY
Rev. Allison M. Watts Quotes Poetry In

Prose To Beat tho Devil and
Defeat Socialism
Can there really be a devil, su
pernatural Nihilist? Socialism Is
the answer, proof indeed. He must
exist, and these Socialistic leaders
with their goals benevolent are the
Devil’s dear brain children on His
michief surely bent. These well
meaning visionaries with their
philanthropic aim are reversing hu
man progress our enlightened state
to malm. They would crucify our
freedom on a Communistic cros6,
all cur independence ruin with
their New and Pair Deal dress, the
Inheritance we cherish, all our own
opportunity to provide for our fu
ture; by their forced economy on
our character reflecting, on our
skill, Intelligence, our own power to
make provision for an old age
competence. Socialists all unsus
pecting do the Devil's dirty work.
In the WeHare state they vision
Hell’s subversive demons lurk.
with the gentleman In tow and
trying to keep his position on her
starboard quarter and keep from
being swept off his feet.
The Incident wound up with an
irrepressible kid whistling a march
for the occasion, the motormin
gave them a three-gong salute in
farewell, and the car rolled hap
pily on Its way.
G. H. Reed.

Though they think themselves true
liberals in their purpose ar.d their
plan they are but reactionaries
harking back to ancient man of the
days when common people had no
trace cf liberty but were chained by
greedy rulers in despotic slavery.
All these starry eyed performers
with ideals collectivist In simplicity
run rackets for a sly misanthropist.
All their social legislation by the
Devil is devised as a curse upon our
country, all our future Jeopardized
by the taxes’it imposes all our sav
ings to erase, waste our substance,
surely make us an impoverished
popu'ace, nothing but a pack of
paupers fed at government expense,
ail a gang of slaves degraded
shackled with incompetence. "Gov
ernment owes all a living” they en1 courage us to think, should provide
for working people necessary food
and drink. They despise the profit
motive that has made out nation
great, God’s appointed work incen
tive would replace with slavery
state. This security they promise by
their economic dream nothing but
i vain delusion, shifty Satan fash
ioned scheme. For our future pop
ulation where Is there security if
the government is squandered in
some spendthrift bankruptcy?
i They will make us servile victims
I
'
|
!

Page Five
of tome sure dictatorship that In
regimented serfdom Hitler, Stalin
will outstrip. What a shame and
what a pity that these well intentlonei folk should be victimized by
Satan, to His angles just a joke,
butts Indeed of that Old Serpent's
Luclferian personnel, these Utopian
Quixotics with their Welfare dog
gerel, their chimeric boons pre
senting with design to get our vote,
thereby put themselves in office
Stygean projects to promote. AU
,
. .
. 1 . ,
these demand duped brain trusters
preaching propaganda lies, lauding
state control
devices, damning
,1
v.
God s free enterprise,—ail who
think a perfect system Socialism
will create,—Satan's sophistry seh,i„
___ _ n-.
during in blind folly advocate For
experience plainly teaches mankind
first must be perfect If a SocialIstlc order brings earth’s promised
Jubilee.
Therbte
authoritarian
itching to direct our state jump at
Satan’s fishing tackle, swallow sinker, hook and bait. Communistic
minded dreamers picturing a perfeet state castles in the air are
building destined to evaporate.
|
Satan’s socialistic suckers swimming now so blissfully in simplicity abysmal will be angled from
their sea. Planned economy they
promise as a cure for present 111.

Safe Shaft Cleaner

When grass or weed stems bind

tightly around revolving shafts or I
axles of farm equipment, it’s a vex- J
ing and sometimes dangerous job to ■
d,‘ them loose. But h“ re.g aJ safe
shaft-cleaner; a steel quarter or
half-inch rod, with an 8 or 10-inch
handle, and a sharp hook on one end.
With r you can break the stems and
clean the shaft without danger of
losing a finger or hand—even if
you’ve been careless enough to leave
the s|,ajt ln m0t)0n one farmer
made several, one for each implement where wrapped shafts was a
P,ob'em-

------------------------------------------C'raz>’ crackpot economics let us all
abominate with the Devil sure the
father of the lie* propagate. Can
we Pul1 on our own boostrans and
secur® an ideal state, life ourselves
to h‘gl'er [■'•’■ng. perfect times inab8urate? New Deal, Fair Deal,
whatBOever Politicians call this
pla"’ h^riUcal
a““>or, Hell's
mall"nant artisan. From our frylng pan flnancial 1,1 the fire 8haU
Planned indeed by fiends Infernal we fall of a civic socialism bound
to ruin each and all? Satan, slick
all our happiness to kill. We will
find if we apply lt this their so and sly Pled Piper, not to promised
cialistic cure for our economic sick halycon boon, but to certain swift
ness worse than our discomfiture damnation draws us with his wel- ,
fare tune.
i
While our sea of business freedom
Bolt these mammon misled leadwe would safe be voyaging lurIng us to our destruction Social!*- i ers who would Put on votln8 bumstic Sirens sing. Sooty Satan slick '-n the loafer£
the !az? 8oclalappearing as an angel now of light! am's Pre™‘tims, on our shiftless
I easygoers jumping at' this
’ ' specious
with this Communistic swindle
plots our economic blight. Well he scheme hoping It will make exist
knows all his exploiters cursing ence all a rosy dozy dream. With
now free enterprise will become our these governmental gamblers who
politicians If our state we social would make us all their prey let us
ize. They will use our civic power shun association, at their game re
not for public benefits but for per fuse to play. Wily wolves in welfare
sonal enrlcnment. Satan sired hy clothing, their disguises let us
pocrites execrating competition If shun, let them not devour the free
they ever get their way work incen dom by our fighting forebean won
At these satellites of Satan, their
tive sure will ruin, all our business
allurements
let us scoff who would ;
Singing Sewing Club
hope will slay. Pedagogues pater make us swine
degraded feeding at 1 The Singing Sewdng 4-H Club of
nalistic with their fool philosophy,
a public trough. Federal pabulum tVest Rockport held its eighth
demagogue false prophets preach
eschewing let us for ourselves pro- meeting March 6 at the home ol
ing Hades ideology,—these blind
vide. In our self dericted labor be lta leaher.
leaders with their followers whom our glory, joy and pride. By these | Inlormation pertaining to the
they promise to enrich by collectiv
Dealers devil templed shall we wor- Pr°Jec,fi wws passed out.
ism cabals all will fall Into the
ship at his feet, seek the subsides
The club voted t0 collect for the
ditch.
he offers our enslavement to com- Red 0,088 in We3t Rockport. After
Socialism, sly Delilah, seeks to plete? “Get thee hence’’ to Satan tile business meeting Mrs. Lunden
shear us impotent, cast us Into saying let us spurn this freSghtless d«nob3fated the new easy methCommunism’s blind and dead im
fraud. Independent, self reliant let od of making cream sauce. Carol
prisonment. All this welfare bally
and worship God. To these Caih assls*d ln makin« uhooing sounding out upon our age,
Hell hoodwinked deformers let us tne demonstration the girls start
—what a snaring sneak delusion,
ed out collecting for the Red Cross
say with all our breath ln true pa
Communistic camouflage! Govern triotic fervor give us liberty or The next meeting will be March 20
at 3.30. There will be a Demonstrament support, assurance. What a
death. Let us scorn this mess of ,
rabble rousing heax. Government
pottage cooked by diabolic knaves,
,d
3
must be supported always bv the
the security they promise from our
working folks. All these cat.spaws cradles to our graves and demand
of old Satan pull his chestnuts that we be granted freemen's op- ture on Thursday night wouldn't
from the fire of our economic choas , portunity to employ our brains and lead one to believe lt. Orris Philarooa picked five purple violets on
deficits and debits dire. Tools of
gha
our own deglmy
his front lawn that day and pussy
Beelzebub, quack doctors would be
A. M. Watts
willows are in bloom.
devil our whole state, waste our
8t. Johndbury, Vt
wealth in worthless nostrums, our
Use plenty of elbow grease at
finances high inflate. Hades hired
your
Job—remember, a home run is
MATINICUS
politicians plan to make us all the
Mrs. Charles
Thompson and Just a pop fly with a little extra
ward of the state that God created
Keith Ames were among the recent energy behind lt.
as our servant not our lord
While these governmental squan Rockland visitors.
A gosslper talks about others, a
J'an Philbrook and sons Ray and bore about himself, and a brilliant
derers cast our pearls before their
swine we behold our blood brought David have returned to Rockland conversationist about you.
Lavon Ames was a recent busi
country passing into a decline. A11
When the roll is called up yonthese bureaucrats bamboozled in ness caller in Vinalhaven.
Spring must be Just around the der, it won't be the kind of roll
their ignorance wilderness by their
welfare devil tempted make an ec corner, even though the tempera- j that gets you by down here.
onomic mess. Tophet nurtured of
fice seekers pledging us their beCourier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
nisons. something promising for
(Answer on Page Eight)
nothing fleece our suffrage simple
tons. Socialistic Simple Simons
S
L
5
b
4
1
hoping whales of wealth to snare
IO
9
with their “share the wealth" de
8
7
vices poverty alone will share. So
15
IF"
14
b
13
II
cialized and free physicians far
mers managed, subsidized.—all sta26
|
18
19
I7
tisms pleasing planning, powers of
■HM
1
darkness have devised. These to
2i
24
21
22
talitarian teachers, Bolshevistic
29
28
parasites. What bluffed agents of
27
2b
25
Satanic lower region blatherskites!
S!i
Si
io
31
The pink pupets of red Satan with
their Marxist managed show lead
S5
34
their foolish fellow travellers to
Communallstlc woe. Socialism seeks
1
38
39
37
to lead us to our ruin not to bliss
ssvi
44
45
43
for this Judas will betray us with
40
41
41
a Communistic kiss. Mephisto4fc
4b
|
49
4/
pheles incarnate with his leftist clientelle hopes to hurl our whole cre
. 1
5i
50
52
51
ation into economic Hell.
b
Let us show these blind deluders
1
56
57
b
5M
with their honeyed handout state
62
bS
all the’r Santa Claus performance,
b'
feu
its hypocrisy we hate, no police
65
w
state we desire in this land our
fathers freed, aftermath of Social
ism's blasting bureaucratic greed.
; HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL

|

r

Big Cash Savings Possible! Automobile accidents are

Get regular safety servicing of brakes, steering system,

mainly responsible for the rising cost of automobile insur
ance. And excessive speed is a factor in more accidents
than any other single traffic violation. Cut your speed.
Cut the number of accidents. Cut the high cost

windshield wipers. It’s a lot cheaper than having even a

of driving.
Check These "Broken Lots"! A high percentage of

lights are an investment in safety. Extra caution at night
is an even better one. Watch out at night, and wipe out

accidents involve vehicles in unsafe operating condition.

the needless hospital bills, the needless repair bills, the

Check your car—and check accidents. Replace worn tires.

needless accidents.

minor accident!
Good Lights—Excellent Value! Darkness is especially

dangerous, to drivers and pedestrians alike. Good head

47-lnterdict
!48-Hatf a score
j50-Pronoun
'-Male singing voice
51-Allowa for temporary
9-Sheerer
use
11- Dried grass
<53-Musical note
12-Armed conflict
54- A beverage
14- Hinder
55- Full of moisture
15- Cover
57-Weaken
17- Type measure
18- Ecclesiasticsl head 59- High mountain
60- Travels In a ear
dress
62-Singing bird (pi.)
20- Mother
64- Length measure
21- Joined
23- Kettle
65- Superlative suffix
24- Non-professional
VERTICAL
25- Tear
27-Meaning
1- Low island
2- Wlthln
29- A fowl
3- At present
30-A torment
4- Evergreen tree
32-A vegetable
34- Part for two
5- lndeflnite article
35- Capab!e
S-Snare
36- Narrow road
7- More domesticated
8- Mate sheep
38—Girl’s name
9- Oistant
40- Chum
10- Kind of type
41- Dimmed
11- Edgt
44—Scout
13-Mature
48-Hobby

1-Kindred

4-Agitate

ADMIRAL
CAPEHART

EMERSON
MOTOROLA

BE CABEFUl - the life you save may be your own !

pared by The Advertising Council in coop«
eration with the National Safety Council*

1

1

|

As business men ol thia community, we hare sponsored this advertisment to sell Safety—Everybody a Best Buy.

An official public service message pre*

WEST ROCKPORT
The Rockport
Public Health
Council will meet with Mia. Vir
ginia Congdon at Roxmont, Glen
Cove Friday, March IS, at 7 JO p.
m. The business meeting held and
Miss Flax, assistant nutritional
consultant, Bureau of Health of
Augusta will be guest speaker. Her
theme "Diets and Nutrition.” The
Glen Cove mothers will serve refreshments.
**-’-u
Mrs. Johanna
Hamalalnen was
dinner guest Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Hamalalnen, Camden.
The Tuesday Club will meet this
week with Mrs. Harvey Lunden.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Andrews
and children have moved Into the
Willard Hart house which they re
cently bought.
David Hamalalnen spent the
weekend ice fishing at Moosehead
Lake.
Mrs. Oliver Counce and son Al
in, Mrs. Alice Reynolds and daughj0"xj“7
vtelted“M*rk
stepmother, Mrs. Effie
o^jjey jn Lincolnville,
^wood Thorndike spent his
vacation with his aunt. Mrs.
Woodcock in Thomaston,
M1aa viola Slarr returned *
Q<jrham State Teachers College,
whree she is a sophomore, Sunday
after spending a weeks vacation
with her
mer Starr.
Myles Lamson and his mother
have been confined to the house by
the grippe. Myles while still weak
was able to be out again Monday.
Mis8 Orace Parker °f SalemMa8s ’ was * caIIer in town last
week.
School opened Monday after a
brief vacation starting Wednesday
of the pervious week.
W. D Heald of Camden Installed
a television set for his mother, Mrs.
J. F. Heald, Saturday.
There was only one session of
school Wednesday due to the storm.
Mrs. Wayr.e Whitney and two
80,13
spending a few days in
Ban8br wilh her Parents,

BITLER CAR &
HOME SUPPLY
«• MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
“We Service What We Sell"
•-tt

r

r

14-Wagera
16-Recompente
19-Piteh
22-End
24—Allow
26- Foot lever
27-Sheer
28- Receded. at thetlds
29- Canta. at a ship
31-Unlversal light
33-Old length measure
38- Youth
37-Scheme
39- Skilful
40- Father (Latin)
42- Help
43- Flnlahaa
48- Howla
46-Qualifled
49- Doze
51-Ths (Fr.)
52- Perceived
55- Atmotphtrs
56- Marry
S8-Praflx. Before
-An inaset
(1-Aet
43-Plural suffix

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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THE GREAT FRANKLIN ADAMS

AMERICAN RED CROSS — ROCKLAND CHAPTER

News snd Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be aent

or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL 113-S

Miss Anita Burton, who is in and Thomaston, Mrs. Florence
training at the Maine Medical Cen Benner, Miss Norma Clark. Mrs.
ter, Portland, spent the weekend Mary Tuttle, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Os Reed and son Skipper. Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Kalloch and family
car Burton.
Mrs. Lilia Clark has returned to were unable to attend.
Mrs. Kalloch received many nice
New Sharon alter spending the
weekend with her son and daugh gifts. Refreshments of ice cream,
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Aaron birthday cake, cookies and coffee
I were served.
Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sinclair and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bell have
returned to West Boxford, Mass., daughter Julie, have returned to
after spending a few days with her South Portland, after spending the
parents, Mr. and Mrs.'Prank Rich weekend with Mr. and Mrs. For
rest Grafton.
ards. Main street.
Mr and Mrs. Earl Brown of
Heart Drive Still Open
Brewer were weekend guests of
Although the drive for the Heart
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Woodcock.
Fund is officially over the Thomas- j
Mrs. Dorothy Hastings has re ton account will not be closed until
turned home from Knox Hospital the end of the week. At present ]
where she was a surgical patient.
Thomaston is 38 per cent under j
The American Legton Auxiliary the established quota of 10 cents
is sponsoring a rummage sale Sat per person. Those who have over- I
urday, March 14 at the legion looked supporting this needy cause
rooms. Anyone having any articles may yet do so by contacting Mrs. j
tor the sale contact, Mrs. Pearle Lawrence Shesler, Tel. 250, or Mrs. i
MacFarland Tel. 157-11, Mrs. Faus Charles Spear. Tel. 35-5. Either'
tina Carney, Tel. 219-2 or Mrs Ar will be glad to call and pick up con
lene Prescott Tel. 241-3.
tributions.
Mrs. Percival Pierpont enter
WiU Be Fined
tained the Contract Club Friday
Revised Statutes. State of Maine.
afternoon. Mrs. Harold Dana won Chapter 22, paragraph 39. “When
the prize. Mrs. Emmerson Lambe ever any householder knows or has
will entertain the club next Friday. reason to believe that any person
Orient Lodge No. 15, A.F.&A.M. within his family has any disease
will work the F. C. degTee tonight. which is notifiable by the rules and
Refreshments after.
regulations of the Department, he
Mrs. Jesse B. Stevens has re shall w ithin 24 hours give notice
turned to her home at Steuben af thereof to the Health Officer of
ter spending the winter with her the Town in which he resides, byneice, Mrs. Albert Condon.
letter or telephone. There is a fine
The Friendly Circle meets to for fading to do this."
night at 7.30 with Mrs. William C.
Grace Chapter, OES
Brooks. Dunn street.
Obligation night will be observed
Honored At Surprise Party
I by Grace
Chapter Wednesday,
Mrs. Roy Kalloch, Knox street, Marcn 11 with appropriate cere
was given a surprise birthday party mony. Officers will wear white.
Saturday night by a group ol her Program follows meeting.
friends to honor her on her birth
day. Guests present were Miss Le
After M. rch 11 the Thomaston
na Seavey, Herman Killeran and Taxi rates will be slightly in
Mrs. Lana Killeran of Cushing. creased. For details see cards
Mrs. Lilia Clark of New Sharon posted in taxis.
30* lt

ROCKPORT
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

assistant State 4-H Club Agent,
greeted them.
A regular business meeting was
held. Mrs. Shibles taught the girls
several new games and Miss Stev
ens told them several interesting
things on 4-H Club work, regarding
honors and scrapbooks. The meet
ing was adourned and a surprise
birthday party was held for Miss
Linda Ames. The dining room was
decorated in green and white crepe
paper and crepe paper tour leaf
clovers, the 4-H Club emblem.
Refreshments of Ice cream, cake,
ritz crackers and milk were served.
The rest of the evening was
spent in playing games.
The guest of honor received
many nice gifts.

The Reckport Public Health
Council will meet March 13 at 7.30
p. m at Roxrr.ont, the home ol
Mrs. Virginia Congdon. Miss Flax,
assistant nutritional consultant of
the Bureau of Health Augusta will
be guest speaker. Refreshments
will be served by the Glen Cove
mothers. All members and inter
ested persons are urged to attend.
The Thimble Club met last Wed
nesday at the home of Mrs. Gladys
Wilson. Dinner was served with
decorations and favors ln observ
George Edgar Pitts
ance of St. Patrick’s Day. The
George Edgar Pitts. 67, died
next meeting will be held March 11
at the home of Mrs. Louise Cava March 5 at Mystic, Conn. He was
born at Rockport, Oct. 19, 1885. son
naugh.
The Rockport Wesleyan Guild of the late Albert and Alice (Mc
met recently at the home of Ber Farland) Pitts). He was married
nice Farrow. Camden, with Mrs in 1914 to Miss Mildred Thurlow
Juanita Colby, Mrs. Frances Berry, of Stonington, who survives him.
and Mrs. Dorothy Crockett as co Other survivors are his son, Thurhostesses. The next meeting wil! low of Stonington; one sister, Mrs
be held March 18 with the place Lillian Keller of Rockport and one
to be announced. Mrs. Roberta grandchild, Nathan Pitts of Ston1
Best, Mrs. Ruth Erickson and Mrs. ington; several nieces and nephews.
Marjorie Dodge will be the host-1 He went to sea in his youth and
was a member of the Coast Survey
esses.
At the closing of the Bus Line for many years. Later he was em
League. Junior High School’s boys ployed at the Portsmouth Navy
basketball tournament at Camden Yard, and for the past 17 years
gymnasium, Saturday afternoon, he had been employed at the
various awards were made with Groton Shipyard at Connecticut.
Services were held at Mystic
Wayne Farley being awarded one
March 7 and a service was held at
of the all-star medals.
Mr and Mrs Fred Bartlett and the Rockport Methodist Church on
son Curtis of Old Town were Sun March 8, with a commital service
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Darrell following. Rev. John Sherburne
officiated.
Bearers were: True
Pound and family.
The Brownies, Girl Scouts and Spear, Sr., Erwin Sprague, Roland
their leaders attended the Sunday Richards, Clarence Barbour, Jim
morning service at the Methodist Miller, and Pearl Black of Thom
Church in observance of the Girl aston.
8cout birthday.
Mrs. Marjorie Dodge. Rockport
ST. GEORGE
Mrs. Harold Solberg, long a resi
chairman of the Heart Drive, has
announced that $181.33 has been ’ dent of this town, Is a patient at
donated to this fund. Rockport's Knox Hospital.
Arnold Hocking, a Senior at the
quota was $150.00.
Dniverslty of Maine, and Erdine
West Side Busy Bees
Hocking of Boston were home over
The West Side Busy Bees 4-H the weekend. In celebration of the
Club girls had some surprises in twins’ birthday Mrs. Gladys Hock
store tor them when they met at ing had as dinner guests Darold
the home of their leader, Mrs. Lil Hocking and. family of Thomaston
lian Clough, Friday evening. A Sylvia Adams of Rockland and
walk was taken by the group, end Bernard Ramsdell of Kittery.
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Callers at the home of Mr. and
Leonard Ames, where Mrs. Loana ■ Mrs. Robert Gregory Sunday were
Shlbles. County 4-H Club Agent i Mr. and Mrs. Bert Gregory of Glen
and Miss Stevens of Orono, the Cove and daughter. Nancy, a senior
at Gordon College, Boston. They
attended the showing of “Mr.
Texas” at the Tenant's Harbor
Church and took as their guest
Miss Patricia Hawkins.
St. George Juvenile Grange is
And Pay as Little as
grateful to all those who helped
make the supper a success Friday
night. The sum of $11.80 was real
ized which will enable the children
to visit another Juvenile Grange
State Juvenile Deputy of Limerock
Valley Pomona, Thelma Murry, was
preaent for the business meeting
and spoke to the children on issues
of the Orange work. The movies
shown by Ouy Nicholas of Rock
land during the Lecturer’s Hour

BUY THf TIRES
YOU NEED NOW

WtNSLOW-HOLBROOK-MERRIT POST. NO. 1. A. L.

Vinalhaven Scribe Gives Lowdown On

the Success Secrets of Sparkless Sparky
Franklin P Adams, or ’’Frankie’’
as he is generally called (he doesnot mind what he is called as long
as it is not Franklin D. Roosevelt,
or late to his meals) Is without
doubt the greatest exponent of ho
cus pocus and anti jinx maneuver
ing the bowling game has ever pro
duced in Vinalhaven. No lead off
man in his big league baseball tries
harder to get to first base, than
Frankie does. To watch him go
through his ritual of getting ready
to bowl is a mystifying puzzle to
lhe uninitiated, but a great show
for those who know what it is all
about.
First he has to step through thJ
door on the right foot and divest
himself of hls outer garments,
which generally consist of a big
muffler, a reefer or mackinaw, a
stocking leg cap and a heavy pair
of rubbers. Then he has to flex his
muscles and unlimber a little with
a few setting up exercises. If he
can roil a few balls just for prac
tice and to focus his eyes so much
the better. Now to see that the run
way is in suitable condition tor his
particular style of bowling, which
is generallp preceded by a series of
foot scrapings and half slides,
which, unless you knew what Fran
kie was up to might lead you to
think he had either laid an egg or
stepped into something sticky,
which he was trying to remove
from his shoes. Sometimes he will
come to the conclusion that the
surface needs a little treatment to
make it better, said treatment con
sisting of the sprinkling around of
a little talcum powder or spangles
to make sliding easier.
Having satisfied himself that the
runways are in proper condition,
hc carefully wipes his glasses, se
lects two balls from the rack, one
tor each hand, looking them over
thoroughly to see they are free
from extraneous matter and heft
ing them carefully for the proper
weight, takes his stance and is
ready to deliver the first ball.
Frankie uses a two step and slide
approach .and being built quite
close to the alleys himself, seldom
throws the ball very far down the
alley. Rather he is more inclined
to bounce it from a point a few
inches from his extended left loot.
A great believer in the efficiency
of “body English" and his ability
to steer the ball after it leaves his
hand, the queer contortions of his
body and legs make him look like
a Snake Indian, afflicted with St.
Vitus dance, doing the can-can. A
vigorous side kick with his foot at
the moment of impact between the
ball and pins, often gets him in an
extra pin or two, or so he says.
It remains somewhat of a mys
tery where Franklin got his nick
name of “Sparky." One report has
it that it became attached to him
shortly after he went to work in
he local power plant and crossed
a couple of wires that showered
him with sparks and burned out a
, transformer. (Some say it was
Frankie's language that burned out
the transformer.) Another version
is that it originated with a bowling
fan, who observing Frankie on a
night when he wras doing particu
larly well remarked "That guy Is
the spark plug of his team. And
although the next time he bowled
the spark plug was all wet, the
name stuck.
As a spark tor his team Frankie
is better with the wisecrack ■ than
he is with the bowling ball, and
although once in a while he con
tributes a big string, more often
were much appreciated by children
and grown-ups alike.
St. George Grange had as visitors
Friday night nine from Owl’s Head
and four from Pleasant Valley
Grange of Rockland. Grange ritual
ism was inspected by State DeputyRobert Murry and a talk on Juven
ile Granges was made by State
Juvenile Deputy Thelma Murry. AU
members responded to roll call
with poems, jokes, stories or songs.
Miss Barbara Young's rendition of
“I’ll Take You Home Again Kath
leen” was much enjoyed, as was
Brother Jlerbert Libby’s songs “The
Bullfrog On the Bank." Brother i
Ray Simmons is in charge cf the
refreshments tor next Friday night.
Capt. Ardie Thomas is confined
to his home with the flu.
Miss Dorothy Jackson spent thc J
past week with her ailnt, Mrs. '
Winnifred Milne. Miss Jackson
teaches the second grade In the
school system at Be.eriy, Mass.

GAME PARTY

Every Tuesday Night
.Minimum Prize $2.50.

SPECIAL GAMES
3 Cards For 5c
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
NO. 37
Thomaston Nat’l Bank Building

1-T-tf

his contribution to the game is a
big string of laughs. Reminiscent of
the late Oene Hall who as a bowler
was never any great shakes, but as
a bowling companion could never
be beaten. Frankie brings to the
game a dash of humor that can en
liven the tensest moment, and
proves truth of the old adage,
“Laugh and the world laughs with
you, weep and you bowl alone." Hls
life’s ambition is to bowl a 100
string. Once. Just once. Two or
three times this season he has
thought it within his grasp, but
either due to bowlers inflation or
the depreciation of the dollar,
Frankie’s 100 has always been just
a little below par. However he is
still a young man, and the time
may yet come when he can tell hls
grandchildren “Once upon a time
when I was lead off man for the
celebrated Worms, I bowled 100,
105. 110 etc., etc.
Arthur pearse, a long time friend
and confidential adviser to Frankie
on bowling matters claims that if
Franklin would only stick to the
prescribed dosage of Lydia Pinkham's that he (Arthur) has con
sistently recommended for many
seasons past his (Frankies, bowl
ing worries would be forever over
and he undoubtedly could make
good on his hypothetical boast to
this'hypothetical grandchildren.
The Ducks Got New Life

The quacking Ducks took a long
jump up the ladder Wednesday
night when they flapped five points
out of the puzzled Pirates. Not
that the Ducks were especially
good on this particular evening but
the Pirates were especially poor,
and how. The first two strings they
bowled the highest string was an
83, all the others were ln the 70's
or lower. Cap’t. Vic was not so hot
himself, his 233 being about 50 pins
below his average. Capt. Vic had
some difficulty in rounding up a
full team, and finally had to call in
a dark horse in the person of Mor
gan Sutliffe. “Morg" by his ac
tions, has seen a bowling alley in
times past and knew what it was
all about, but he was pretty rusty
and his score showed it. But at
that he beat his opponent Capt.
Grimes, and demonstrated that
given a little practice he can hold
his end up. Morg agrees with this
provided he is given the small end.
This five point jump for the Ducks
gives new life to the Quackers and
distributes the points as follows:
Standings
GW GL PW PL
Worms
11 8 53 42
Pirates
10 9> 46 49
Ducks
9 10 46 49
8 11 45 50
Pirates
Pirates—Sutliffe for MacDonald
239. Olson 245. Johnson for Peter
son 259. Saniborn 234, Shields 233,
total, 1192.
Ducks—Grimes 222, Tibbetts 237,
Nelson 252, Smith 255, Poole 273,
total 1239.
The Ganders Waddled Through

The Ganders pulled the trick
that seems to be their specialty
again last Monday evening when
they surprised everybody by taking
three points and winning a match
with a one string victory over the
Worms. The Worms had taken the
first string by 13 and the second by
two and they were talking of mak
ing it a flve point win for them
selves, when just two things hap
pened to prevent it. Those two
things were the 102 string bowled
by Mike Williams and the 102
string bowled by Doc Rae in their
third effort for the evening.
The Worms were joggng along a
few pins ahead when Mike crashed
out an eight pin spare and
brought them up all a standing,
and then Doc Rae made a difficult
shot to get a spare ln his ninth
frame which Just put the Worms on
the down side, by 10 pins While
the Ganders did not pull the
Worms down very much from their
leading position, they hauled them
selves up into second place, which
is not too bad, they think for a

Camden Theatre

Name

...................................................................................................................... Phone

Home Address

..............................................................................................................................................

Place of Employment............................................................................................................................. .

Time most convenient

(

)

12-2

(

)

2-4

(

)

4-6

I am willing to donate Blood for the Armed Forces and other urgent needs.

(signature)

(Parents consent necessary for persons 18-2 0 years of age.)

WARREN TOWN MEETING

Cushing Meeting

supplementary old age assistance
(Continued From Page One)
$4,000.
other member is Carl Young whose
Street lights. $795; hydrants.
eXpire in 1955.
$2,000; to pay bonds, $2,000; to pay
___ . .
H J
> Road Commissioners are Hibbard
outstanding notes. $3,000; for in
terest on tax discount. $1,700 Youn« for District No’ 1 and Carl
Maintenance of the dump. $7CO.
Young for District No. 2.
A salary ceiling for the town , B. S. Geyer who has served as
manager was set at $4,000 a year. | tax collector for many years, did
It was voted that the town enter ! not seek re-election and there
the written mutual aid agreement j were three nominations for that
with any town belonging to the j office; Mildred Young, Patty Wood
Knox Couny Fireman's Association and Gladys Davis. On the first
A favorable vote was taken that ballot. none had the required num
the 1953-1954 state aid road con ber of votes, Mrs. Davis withdrew
struction money be used on the and on the second ballot Mildred
Middle Road this year. Construc Young was elected over Mrs. Wood
tion of this road was begun three 52 to 36.
Compensation of tax collector
years ago.
The sum of $100, raised last year was voted to be 2 per cent.
Edward Latva was elected a
to reset stones in the so-called
town cemetery at the monument, member of the school building
not used then, was voted to be held committee. Other officers are fireover and that the work be done ward. Richard Fales; constables.
Oakley Ames. Kenneth Wilson,
this year.
Two new street lights were Raymond Wood
Appropriations totalled $23,818.85,
authorized to be installed In town,
one between the Edwin C- Teague an increase of $5,162.85. Support
farm, and the Carrie Butler place; of common schools. $10,438.99. Re
the other, on Mechanic street be pairs of roads and bridges, $1,500.
low the home of Mrs. Lillian Sim (to be taken from Excise tax.)
Support of poor, $3,000. Aid to
mons.
Five hundred dollars was voted dependent children, $445 Snow re
to be raised and used on the T. J. moval, $1500. Town officers $1,675.
Superintendent of schools $400.
Carroll road under the jurisdiction
Incidentals, $1,003. State aid road.
of the town manager.
$1,066. Public health nurse, $50.
Memorial Day Fund. $10. Examin
ation of school children, $40
VINALHAVEN TOWN MEETING
First payment on new central
(Continued From Page One)
I $250.00.
lay out and accept as a town road! The sum
$2,200.00 "as ear- school building. $2,48&.85. Liability
Insurance, $200. Lower Town and
the road from the end of town road mar'cec' tor street lighting and Pleasant Point cemeteries, $25.
at the swimming pool to Clam Cove. $200 0° for the improvement of
It was voted to authorize the
Voters agreed to assume the cemeteries plus $300 for interest Selectmen, In behalf of the town,
town’s proportionate share of the Paymenta on town loans,
to sell and dispose of any real es
costs of completing the Lanes
The public health nursing pro- tate, acquired by the town. Also to
Island Bridge and to instruct the gram, under the direction of the authorize the selectmen and trea
state engineers to proceed with the Islands Community Medical Ser- surer to hire money necessary for
work.
vices, Inc., was voted $500.00 Knox town expenses in anticipation of
Appropriations concerning the' County General Hospital
was taxes. To include names of town
town's roads and bridges included granted the sum of $285.00 as its paupers in the annual report.
It was voted not to accept less
$3,509 for roads and bridges: $6,009 share of the deficit of the lnstituthan $200 for the perpetual care of
for tarring roads; and $400 for cut- tion which serves Knox County,
ting brush. Snow removal funds! In article T4. the voters once anj. j,urjaj iot To pay
sum oj
were set at $1,000 while an article more took the action away from , 25 cents for collection of excise
to clear the business section side- tfle'r budget committee and votea tax; to authorize the selectmen to
walks of snow was voted down.
t0 accePl the road from the John hire necessary amount in anticipa
Other figures voted included: Hilding residence to the Geoige tion of year 1954 (State Air Road);
$200 for the maintenance of'the Po°le residence as town road and The one room schools will be sold
town honor roll, monument and voted $500 for the work of building at public auction unless there is
some provision in the law that they
flag pole. In article 48. the voters the road.
reversed the recommendations of
Named to the budget committee revert to original owner.
Also to use one unit of State Aid
the budget committee $5C0 to build for the 1954 town meeting were;
and repair sidewalks.
George Lawry, John Morton, John money with town road improve
Included in the town’s 1953 bud- Chilles, Dorothy Sutliffe, Charles ment money on Stone's Point road.
get were $1,200.00, in addition to Boman, Roy Ames, Fernald Young, The seiectmen are to appoint a
other appropriations, for state aid Dr Cameron Rae, Charles Bradley, committee of three to take care of
road, and $3,000 for forest fires and Dorothy Warren. Mina Beggs. Her- the Honor Roll at once, the expense
fire department needs generally. bert Conway, Eleanor Conway. incurred to be taken from inciden
Firemen were voted a wage of Clyde Bickford, Mora Thomas and tals. Also that the selectmen are
to appoint a committee of three to
$1.00 per hour as were town high- Roger Williams.
way employees.
Total appropriations by
the study the feasibility of purchasing
The Public Library was voted voterg Of the island community a fire engine and report at next
$300 and the Memorial Day com- amounted to $77,546.75: an increase annual meeting.
An article to see if the town
mittee $125.00 and $85 for school oj {5,35575.
would vote to change its valuation
and health officers’ expenses.
i
__ __________
to the State recommended scale
The town officers were allowed . . •
—|J_ 1
$1,500.00 for incidental expenses UniVSrSQllSt NOteS was voted to be left with the asthe coming year and $2,500 for! Word has been received of the sessors.
hydrant service in the community, death on Feb. 23 of former pastor
In regard to a zoning or ordinThe town physician’s subsidy was i John M. Ratcliff, who was the anee I»w it was voted to appoint a
set at $3,000.00 and costs of a re-1 Dean of the Tufts College School committee to study the matter and
report at next annual meeting. Al
placement physician while the of Religion
bert Orff was appointed chairman
regular doctor is on vacation at
Guest-of-the-Month next Sun of the committee and he will
team that was in last place by a day will be National Youth Direct choose two members to work with
him.
or Alice Harrison of Boston.
big margin a few weeks ago.
An article to raise $113 for the
Score Ganders vs Worms:
Well attended Church services
Ganders—Williams
263, Drew
234, Peacock 233, H. Arey 273, Rae were held last Sunday with 140 committee was ln charge of the
persons present. A Chapin Class evening coifee hour.
286, total 1289.
Worms—Adams 250,
Bickford
263, Nelson for Johnson 248, Love
TODAY & WEDNESDAY
less 254. Wymie 264, total 1279.

(Continued from Page One)
clerk will be Miss Doris Hyler.
Elected to the budget committee
were Frank D. Rowe and Merrill
Payson.
Percy R. Bowley and Oscar E.
Starrett were named fish wardens;
and the two wardens with select
men Charles Kigel, Miles Leach
and Arthur Burgess will act as a
fish committee.
Willis R Vinal was moderator.
A total of $73,595 was raised at
the meeting, which is s$2,745 more
than last year's appropriations
Much of this is due to a rise in
school appropriations.
Some of the major appropriations
are: support of common schools,
$20,100; support of the high school,
including fuel and supplies. $8.8C0.
school house repairs. $500: salary
of the superintendent of schools
and maintenance of the office
$1,050.
Miscellaneous account, $2,200; fire
department, $3,000; roads and
bridges. $7,000; maintenance of
roads that have bene improved by
town road improvement fund,
$1,500. Snow removal and sanding.
$8,000; State Aid road construc
tion, $1,200.
Officers’ salaries
$4,200; support of poor, veterans re
lief, aid to dependent children and

LAST SHOWING TODAY

fWflLDOTHEAml
2

WALDOBORO—TEL. IM

Zr.very Evening at 8.06. Matinee* 9
^Saturday st 2.W. Sunday at Jg»2

News—Cartoon and Log Jaml

STARTS TOMORROW
The intimate and thrilling
story of a priest involved in a
love-affair before entering the
priesthood which leads to stun
ning suspense!
Wawncr Bros

swmw

I Confess.'
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

MnCiinAu

£

LAST TIME TODAY

<

MARCH 10

2 Elizabeth

Keystone Chapter R.A.M., No. 24
will hold a stated convocation
Wednesday March 11. There will
be work in the Mark Master Ma
son Degree.
Mrs. Orren Smart who has been
confined to her home by illneas is
able to be out.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
observe Brothers Night and Roll
Call at their regular meeting Wed
nesday night. Refreshments
be served with Mrs Jennie Well
man as chairman.
Cart. and Mrs. William Stanleyleft Sunday for Boston to meet
their son Edward, who will return
with them for a month’s vacation.
The WSCS will meet at the home
of Mrs. Charles Burgess, Wed
nesday, March 11 at 2 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lindsey of
Bath spent the weekend in town
as guests of relatives.
The regular monthly meeting of
the Y Board of Directors will be
Wednesday night, March 11 at 7.30.
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Reid have
returned to their home after pend
ing the past few months in Or
lando, Fla.
”
Red Cross Executive Board
A meeting was held recently at
the home fo Miss Kent, Red Cross
Headquarters in Camden, to form
an Executive Board. Thc following
are members; Mrs. P. Exton
Guckes, Secretary; Mrs. Jean Jen
sen, assistant secretary; Kenneth
Goodman, treasurer; Capt. A. M.
Austin, Bloodmobile Chairman;
Mrs. Mary Ann Bryant, Motor
Corp chairman; Mrs. Lillian Rich
ards, Canteen chairman; Eddie
Dodge, First Aid Chairman; Mrs.
Edna Bland. Mrs. Alyce Passamore
and Mrs. Helene Bok. The solici
tors for the Red Cross Drive, which
will begin on March 10 will be ai*
nounced later.
Community 'Auxiliary To Meet
The March meeting of the Cam
den Community Auxiliary will be
held at the Congregational Parish
House Thursday, March 12 at 10
o’clock. The morning will be de
voted to sewing. A hot luncheon
will be served at noon. After a
short business meeting a social af
ternoon will be enjoyed. Tea will
be served.

Knox oounty General Hospital was
passed over and an article to raise
and appropriate the sum of $500
for the Davis Point road was witk.N
drawn.
*
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WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

1.30—6.30—7.50
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PAULETTE
GODDARD
GOKOSEME
i

Plus 2nd Hit

IT’S TURNING ROCKLAND UPSIDE DOWN!

LAUGHim OT3M3S?
laugh- &
fc LOVE-HAPPY
love-happy »
_ _ _ _ MUSICAL! <7
JERRY

^IN ’LEWIS

Taylor. Robert Taylor.l
^Joan Fontaine, George Sander*,]
Fintav Currie in
“IVANHOE"
In Technicolor

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
MARCH 11-12
S
Anne Baxter, Montgomery CllftZ
In
2
a
“I CONFESS"

g

■-------------------------------------- -

8
>

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
MARCH 13-14

*'^70**#*

/

Shows At:

“THE N AKED SPUR”

215-16: “The Stooge."

2

30-lt

^SStS3»«W3SSSn«Mt3t3S3«3KS3«J

TODAY

“I CONFESS”

Stooge

2 James Stewart. Janet Leigh
8 Robert Rvan, Ralph Meeker ln

2 Next Sunday-Monday, March
30-lt

Only Two More Days

CAMDEN
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

^^7

M CLIFT
ANNE BAXTER
rf.l

Starts Thursday—“TORPEDO ALLEY

30-lt

30-1^

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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A Circus Party

Social Matters

x
v

Will Enliven the BPW Club Famous London Vicar Will
Meeting Tomorrow Night;
Conduct Services At
Heavy Business Calendar
Camden Church

The Damariscotta R. N.. Club has
cordially invited
all registered
nurses in Rockland and vicinity to
attend the meeting to be held at
the Nurses Home of the Miles Me
morial Hospital Thursday evening
at 8 o’clock. Dr. Donald Hawkins
will be the guest speaker. His sub
ject will be "Post Operative Care ln
Chest Surgery Patients.” Refresh
ments will be served following the
program. Mrs. Ethyl Morse, R. N„
superintendent of Miles Memorial
Hospital hopes that a good rep
resentation from Rockland will at
tend.

Health Portal

j
™

*i

A Style Show

Tlie Rockland Business and Pro
The RT Rev. Oliver L. Loring,
fessional Women’s Club a ill hold its Bishop of Maine, is providing a
regular monthly business meeting, Retreat for the clergy of his Dio
Wenesday evening. March 11 at cese at ST. Thomas’ Church, Cam
7:30 p. m. at the Farnsworth Mus den, beginning tomorrow (Wednes
eum Auditorium. Directly follow day. The Retreat will be conducted
ing the business meeting will be a by The Rev. L. M. Charles-Edwards,
Circus Party in the Workshiop. Vicar of London’s famed Church of
Ale George P. Cassens is on a 14
The committee in Aiarge will be St. Martins-in-the-Field.
day furlough from Otis Airforce
Irene Adolphsen, M. Lucille Nason,
The Vicar ln an Interview recently
Base at Falmouth. Mass At present
Virginia Knight, Margaret Crockett. said that a continued exchange of
he is visiting friends ln Bangor and
Winifred Ramsdell. Dorothy Folta, clergymen between this Nation and
will be the guest later of his cyandMadeline Philbrick. Barbara Morse Great Britain will do much to
parents. Mr. and Mrs. O. Carl Cas
and Ruth Cross
cement friendly Anglo-American
sens, Camden street.
At the business meeting new relations. “We learn much about
members will be presented by the your Country, and I’m sure your
The Knox Hospital Alumni Asso
Membership committee, approval of clergymen learn much about us",
ciation will meet tonight at the
Lobster Festival project will be was one of his statements. He ls
home of Mrs. Darold Hocking in
Thomaston.
Mrs. wilsor B. Keene returned voted, call for Board Meeting in currently on a serial preaching
home Monday from several weeks Waterville, April 11 will be given tour of the eastern part of the
Mrs. Wilfred MuUen was taken vacation in Florida.
and a report from the Legislation United States.
to Knox Hospital seriously iU on
Committee will be presented.
The tall, ruddy Episcopalian was
Thursday and her children Sister
Miss Carolyn Chisholm, student
host
himself last summer to tive
Mary Cecelia of St. Mary’s Con nurse at the Massachusetts GenerMrs. Alice K. Fuller and daugh
vent in Bangor, John MuUen of I al Hospital, spent the weekend ter Joyce have moved to Lewiston. American clergy who took part in
special programs at his Trafalgar
Boston and Miss Jane MuUen, R. N. with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Square church. He hopes to con
of Portland was called home. Miss ward D. Chisholm, Grove street.
Mrs. Albert R. Havener enter
Jane MuUen is remaining to care She had as guest a classmate. Miss tained the T HE Club for dessert tinue this exchange of ideas and
philosophies this summer. "The
for her mother the others returned Carol Bradford.
bridge Monday night at her home
Christian world really knows no
on Sunday. Mrs. MuUen is reported
in Rockport. Prizes in auction were
boundaries" said Father-Charlesimproving.
Miss Rebecca McLellan
won
by
Mrs.
Luella
Tuttle,
Mrs.
Miss Alice Gherardi, R. N, and!
Edwards. “These visits are proof
John
M.
Richardson,
Mrs.
Daniel
William Allen of New York City,
Ea
ter is Just around the corner
of that. They help minimize the
Mrs. Wendell Pifleld and son
were weekend guests of Miss Gher- Paulitz and Mrs. Sherman Rokes.
and
if
you do not believe it just
National
barriers."
BUly have moved from Old Say
ardi’s brother and sister-in-law
Father Charles-Edwards is onc notice the store windows down
brook. Conn., to 93 Cedar street,
The
WCTU
will
meet
Friday
at
Mr. and Mrs. George Gherardi.
street. New bonnets, dresses and
this city, where they will make
2.30 p. m., with Mrs. Louise Ingra cf twenty honorary chaplains to
St. accessories.
their future home.
Rita Hammond, Senior student ham. 25 Lindsey street. The Wor the British Royal Family.
So that the buying public will
nurse at the Maine General Hos ship service will be conducted by Martin’s is also known as the Ad
Tlie F.E.W. Class of the First
pital. Portland, left last week for Miss Mabel Spring. Program sub miralty Chureh. Both the Ad be aware of the latest trend ln
Baptist Chureh met Thursday eve
Concord. N H. She will affiliate ject, "Building Through the Print miralty—the British equivalent of fashions, and at the same time
ning in the church for Bible study.
with New Hampshire State Hospi ed Word.” Mrs Ethel Colburn will the Navy Department—and Buck help sweet Charity, the Junior
Mi's. Agnes Young lead the study
tal for three months. Rita ls the give a report on the literature dis ingham Palace are within its parish Women’s Club of Rcckland will
period with a prayer after which
hold a fashion show and entertain
daughter of Mrs. Isaac Hammond tributed. Mrs. Clara Emery will re confines.
the evening was spent discussing
The Vicar and his wife, who ar ment at the American Legion
and the late Lieutenant Command port on Legislative work being
the Scriptures. Present were Mrs.
done. There wil: be a round table rived in this Country a month ago, building.
er Isaac Hammond.
Agnes Young, Miss Celia Herrick,
The date? Friday, the lucky
_____
discussion on what we can learn are now guests of Bishop Loring.
Mrs. Gloria Spinney, Mrs. Barbara
The MacDonald Class of The from our publications. The Union They have to be back in England Thirteenth; tiifie 8 p. m.; beneEllis. Mrs. Madeline Shaw, Mrs. First Baptist Church will meet on Signal and The Star in the East on March 17.
fle’ary? The Hyde Home for
June Herrick. Mrs Norma Phil- Friday night at the home of Mrs Members are reminded to take late
Crippled Children, at Bath.
brook, Miss Carol Elwell and Mrs. Susan Bowley, 299 Talbot avenue. copies.
Kennedy Crane, Jr., will be the
Hearing Society
Gladys Tolman.
This is a work meeting.
director, Miss Margaret Dana the
The Rockland Extension Associa
announcer. Mrs. Marie Preston,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Hellier
The Rockland Emblem Club met tion will meet Thursday in the S Met Thursday With Mrs. executive director of the Hyde
left Saturday for several weeks so-; at the Elks yome Thursday night.
Blanche Witham—Stars
Farnsworth Museum. Mrs. Una
Home will speak and show mo
Journ at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Four candidates were initiated, Ames will demonstrate the making
tion pictures of the home.
and Grandchildren
—
each being escorted by a brother cf plastic pocket books. Mrs. Helen
Committee members named are:
Mrs. E C. Boody. Jr., ls in Bos
Discussed
Elk. Mrs. Louis Yadeno was es Brewer will help those who wish to
Dorothy Roberson and Alice Rob
ton this week in the interest of
corted by her husband, Mrs. Bev learn Swedish weaving. Members
Mrs. Elanche Witham enter inson, refreshments: Alice Call,
Senter-Crane's. While there she ls
erly Verrill by her uncle, Robert are reminded to take material for tained tlie Rockland Hearing So Alice Hedrick, Phyllis Kaler. Flor
registered at the Parker House.
Brewer, Miss Helen Burns by Sher bags ard dishes for the dinner ciety Thursday. Reports were read
ence Leo. Vita Lombardo. Naomi
by Miss Maude Marsh, and mes Rackliff and Edith Levenaeler.
Mrs. Joyce Ross entertained a wood Williams and Miss Maureen which will be served at noon.
Burns
by
her
brother,
James
Burns,
sages were sent to three shut-in serving; as well as Virginia Saw
group of classmates from the Class
members.
of 1948. R. H. S., at her home 144 the father of the club. The candi
yer and Sh.’rley Bicknell on pub
|
May 3-9 was announced as Na licity.
South Main street, Thursday night. dates were presented a corsage by ,j
the
president
Mrs.
Adah
Roberts.
tional Hearing Week by the Ameri
A social evening with refreshments
Some of the young ladies who
can Hearing Society which an will serve as models were busy yes
was much enjoyed. Present were Refreshments were served by Mrs.
Frank
Holbrook
and
her
commit

nually sponsors a program to pub terday aftemcon in Senter-Crane’s
Mrs. Peggy Ilvonen, Mrs. Jean
licize its work and the work of its Department Stare, selecting the
Lindsey, Mrs. Gloria Hodgkins, Mrs tee. Each member was privileged to
Emily DeLaite, Mrs. Cynthia Mac invite one guest.
affiliated chapters in tlie U. S. and cc tume they want to show Friday.
Canada. A National Hearing Week There was one present who knew
Phail and Mrs. Betty Mason. In
t aan a
The March meeting of the Albert
I
poster with its slogan, "Hearing Is Just what she wanted, even if she
vited but unable to attend were
H. Newbert Association was held
' 9BH S
Priceless. Protect It" was shown.
Mrs. Earlene Baker, Miss Greta
a
counts only an eighteen months
Friday evening at the Masonic
Mrs. Witham conducted the les life-span
"oatsi £
Nelson and Miss Mona Joyce, R. N.
Young Miss Rebecca,
Temple with Mrs. fry Chatto. Mrs.
son and led sentence practice sent
daughter of Mr and Mrs William
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry Virginia Knight and Mrs. Clara
by Mrs. Eliza Hannegan. Under
F. McLellan (he a member of The
returned home Saturday from sev Curtis in charge of the supper Due
current events, Mrs. Ella Watts told C-G family) is giving her Ea-ster
eral weeks vacation spent at Pom to conflicting activities at the Tem
of the generous gift ex-Governor
finery a try-out ln the picture
pano Beach, Fla., Tucson, Ari., and ple the April meeting will De held
Baxter had given to Portland with
above
and appears to be very
Monday.
April
13
instead
of
at
the
Apple Valley Inn at Majan Dessert,
the suggestion that the Maine
proud of lt and her new Easter
reguiar time. Housekeepers are
California.
School for the Deaf be moved from
bunny.
Miss Katherine Veazie. Mrs. Gert
its present cramped quarters to
Mrs. John Smith Lowe, Jr.. was rude Boody. Mrs. Clara Watts and
The next meeting of the X-ray scenic Mackworth Island.
caUed to Portland Friday by a se Mrs. Alta Dimick. Members are Technicians will be held at Cen
Mrs. Nancy Brown called atten
Union Meeting
rious accident to her father, Archie asked to note change in date of tral Main General Hospital, April tion to the evening stars in the
(Continued From Page One)
H. Quint. Mr. Quint who is a su meeting. Present Friday evening 16. Tlie morning will be devoted to western sky. The brightest of the
Support of the pool was aEoted
perintendent for the Brown Con- were Mr and Mrs. George Gay, registration examinations for all planets is Venus. Jupiter, bright
$3,200 and $300 for the mainten
struction Co., sustained a bad fall Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mr. candidates who wish to become reg
too. is diagonally to the left quite ance of the town dump and $200 for
and is a patient in the Maine Gen and Mrs. Walter Dimick, Mr. and istered X-ray Technicians, and
a distance above Venus, while Mars, I cutting bushes beside the high
Mrs.
Winfield
Chatto,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
j
eral Hospital. Mrs. Lowe returned
who meet the necessary require much smaller in comparison and
ways.
Wesley Knight, Mr. and Mrs Ray
home Saturday night.
ments. The afternoon session be reddish in color, ls diagonally left
School Operating Budget
mond Watts, Mr. and Mrs. George
gins at 2 p. m., the speakers will be a short distance below Venus. Venus
Sgt. Donald W. Thomas. Jr., 1123- ’ St. Clair, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
The school budget was cut apDr. A. B. Soule and Ralph Bannis and Mars have been putting on an
172 G. Co. 3rd Bn. 7th Marines. Maxey, Mrs. Belle Frost. Mrs Mil
1 preximately $1,000 as voters ap
ter, from Burlington, N. H.
interesting show with their maneu proved $27500
against (28.469
First Marine Division F.M.F., F. dred Achorn, Mrs. Hattie Davies,
<<.m
vering about. On Jan. 18 they were
P. O., San Francisco, Calif, who Mrs. Ivy Chatto, Mrs. Nellie Dow.
Bingham Associates Fund are in conjunction with the crescent asked. School repairs, medical in
spection, equipment, insurance and
was recently wounded and received Mrs. Gertrude Boody, Mrs. Clara planning a training program for
the purple heart is now back in Curtis, Miss Katherine Veazie and the prep (ration of Surgical Tech moon near by, and they are sched office costs for the school commit
uled to draw close together again
William Weed.
the front lines at Korea.
nical Aides. This course will be March 17. Mrs. Brown recalled the tee are to be covered in an approp
held at Thayer Hospital, Water marvelous display of planets in 1940 riation of $850.00. Music instruc
ville, March 30 through April 30. when Mars. Saturn. Venus. Jupiter tion will continue ln the schools
The requirements: students must and Mercury were lined up in the with $800 being raised for a teach
Come Up and Enjoy the
be 18 years of age (or older): pre west In the early evening. This er and textbooks.
Salary of the superintendent of
ference will be given to High School conjunction is so rare that no
STYLE SHOW & ENTERTAINMENT
graduate, but a student with two astronomer has calculated when lt schools was set at $1,050.00 The sum
of $2,000 was voted to equip the
years High will be considered; an
FRIDAY, MARCH 13—8 P M.
will happen again.
kitchen of Thompson Memorial
interest in Nurses Aide Work. Ap
’Grandchildren” was the theme
plication blanks arc available at of stories presented by Mrs. and operate the school hot lunch
American Legion Home
Knox Hospital. No tuition is Witham, Mrs. Watts and Mrs program.
The sum of $2,000 was raised to
DONATION $1.00
charged for this course. The pur Brown. At the conclusion of the
cover
payments on the high school,
pose of the course is to provide a meeting Mrs. Witham served re
Spon. by Rockland Junior Women's Club
formalized learning experience de freshments. The next meeting will plus $675 interest fees. Also, $1,Benefit Hyde Memorial Home, Bath
signed to aid the candidate to in be held April 2 with Mrs. Brown 261.00 was voted to pay for insur
ance on
Thompson Memorial
30-lt
crease her own growth and to make
a better lay person, who through a Tenant's Harbor: Mrs. Mary Torrey; which, in another article was orwell planned and organized course Camden: Master Christoper Jeager; | dered covered by insurance to the
of instructions is prepared to func South Thomaston; Mrs. Mabel Put value of $79,000.
To Protect Firemen
tion intelligently under the direct nam: Center Ossipee, N. H., Frank
Firemen in the town will be pro
and continuous supervision of a Richardson.
tected under a policy approved by
qualified professional nurse, with
-KCOH—
the voters who raised $150. for the
in hospital areas intimately con
Discharges — Rockland. Robert
cerned with the principles and| CaU. George Earl, Mrs. Marie Nye. . purpose. Also, town fire units were
practices of Aseptic Technique such Frank O'Connor, Gullane Passa ordered covered fully against high
as Operating
Rooms, Delivery lacqua. Mrs. Margaret Roscoe. Mrs. way hazards with the sum of $145.roomrs, Central Supply Depart Barbara Richards, David Stearns; 25 being raised to cover premium
costs.
T
ments. Any girl interested fn se Thomaston: Mrs. Lois Creighton,
Townspeople voted to Join the
curing an application for this Mrs. Dorothy Hastings. Mrs. Kath
Knox County Firemen’s Association
course sliould call 936
erine Matthews; Union, Master | ln a mutual aid agreement between
—KCOHWayne Cunningham, Mrs. Daisev
Albert Emery, bookkeeper re Bird; Warren: Leroy Norwood, Mrs. the towns of the county.
Th? selectmen were instructed to
Make It * practice to drop In Pampered ... The Way
turned to work on Thursday fol Minne Young and baby boy; Owl s
’ investigate the possibilities of es
lowing a seige with the flu. ‘
to our friendly shop for your You’ll Look This Season
Head: Mrs. Elisabeth Walker and tablishing a fire station and to
—KCOH—
And that "Pampered” Look la
grooming needs.
so easy to have land to keep)
Admissions: Rockland: Mrs.Ber- baby boy; Clark's Island; Oscar i learn costs and possible location
with our baby-gentle, long
nice Loker, Mrs. Katherine Mullen. Hagberg; Newcastle, Mrs. Giovina and report to the voters.
lasting Permanents.
Baby Brenda Ott, Mrs. Doris Ha Sidellnger.
An article relative to a study of
Permanents, $5. to $15. vener, Mrs. Renee Bandanza, Mas
the possibilities of an area high
school to Include the students of
KNIGHT'S
ter Avis Hill; Owl’s Head, Mrs |
GILBERT'S
several communities was passed
Emily Adams. Mrs. Helen Kaler; ,
CLAYT BITLER
Islesboro: Mrs. Lettie Coombs.
over by the citizens at the meeting.
BARBER SHOP
BEAUTY SALON
The sum of $350 was voted Knox
Mahlon Palmer: Thomaston, Mas Wants to See YOU About
Helen Oldla Knight, Prop.
Roger Knlgbt. Prop.
County Oeneral Hospital to assist
ter Stephen Robinson. Mrs. Edith
TEL. 148
TELEVISION
in paying the deficit of that estab
477 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND ns MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Robinson: Warren: Mrs. Elizabeth
157-tf
30-lt
lishment.
Hill; Friendship: Peter Duckett;

Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge B. Wood of
18 Talbot avenue entertained Rev.
and Mrs. Oeorge H. Wood and
daughter Marilyn Sarah at lunch
eon Monday.

y

St. Thomas Retreat

*9
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Giving Religion

H

MR. TEXAS" HERE THURSDAY NIGHT

Rev. George H. Wood Pre
sented Wholesome New Sensational Film Of Christian Life In
Thought Sunday
Virile West At First Baptist Church
“Instead of asking a person if
he has ‘got religion', ” said Rev.
George Wood of the Universalist
Ohurch, Rockland, in his morning
service Sermon on Sunday,' the
question might be better put ‘are
you giving religion’? ” “We all are
accustomed to say in a wise Chris
tianity 'as we give so shall we re
ceive.' Jesus himself said ‘if ye then
know how to give good gifts unto
your children, how much more shall
your Heavenly Father reward you.'
We give that which we have re
ceived from God; this 1s a recip
rocal and spiritually dynamic pro
cess. The process of giving religion
may be termed a kind of dynamic
parodox. Yet a person must always
remember that he expends energy
to engender energy; if you would
strengthen muscles you absolutely
must use them.” “I think,” said
Mr. Wood, “that Jesus our Master
Teacher had all this in mind when
he said 'whosoever shall lose his
life for my sake, tlie same shall
find it, and I would add to the
interpretation the idea that one
shall indeed find his real life as
he expends energy in loving service
to his fellow human beings. Manyare the persons who belong to the
most worthwhile organizations of
our community and all of our most
worthwhile community organiza
tions. like the Church, are dedicat
ed to service of others. Madeline
Bridges poem of giving oneself in
loving service is always an inspir
ation, especially these few lines:
“Give love, and love to your life
will flow, a strength in your hour
of need: give faith and a score of
hearts will show their faith in your
word and deed." Mr. Wood conclud
ed as follows “Are we giving re
ligion through a sunny temper, a
charitable speech, a patient endur
ance, a warm heart, a keen mind,
a faithful labor? If so, then we are
indeed giving religion."
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Tele Vision
"Service after the sale” is our
slogan and has been since “B:oadcasting Began.” Experience and
technical knowledge combined with
proper, latest instruments insure
our customers TV satisfaction
House-8herman, Inc., Main St.,
Rockland
Adv.

—Public Invited
Christian Group, where Profes
sional actors and actresses gathei
for prayer and Bible study. Since
that night. Redd has composed
several Christian songs, many with
redd harper
the tyoical Western touch which
is so natural to him. The list in
CINDY WALKER
cludes "I’m a Happy, Happy Chris
tian.” "Walkin’ and Talkin' with
Jesus,” "Show Me the Way,”, “A
Quiet Time." and his latest song,
featured in "Mr Texas,” and ap
parently headed for great popular
ity with Gos-jel singers—■'Each
Step of the Way.’
Cindy Walker has the feminine
3eovon Gao*g« Beverly Shea
lead opposite Redd Harper in "Mr.
Pool A..ik«!ton onu , •od Smith
Texas.” Back ln 1941 Cindy left
In his leading role in "Mr. her Waco. Texas, heme and her
career as a singer, to take to Hol
Texas" which will be seen Thurs
lywood some of her western songs
day night at the First Baptist
that were as native to "Texas and
Church. Redd Hadper portrays a.
the Southwest as coyotes, sage
Twentieth Century Texas cowboy,!
brush and Jack rabbits. Twenty
rodeo riding and all—and for Redd !
Harper that part required very I minutes after her arrival in Holly
wood, she was seated in Bing Cros
little “acting;’’ he just portrayed
by’s office selling him on the idea
himself. Bern ln the range coun
of recording her "Lone Star Trail."
try of Texas in the little town of
Ten years and several hundreds
Nocona, Redd spent much of his
cf songs later, Cindy Walker is to
life right in the great Southwest,
day “the true queen of hillbilly
moving while still a boy to Musko
song writing.”
gee, Oklahoma, where he was
In 1350 a series of events began
■erndated from high school. It
which led directly to Cindy’s lead
was in Oklahoma that he attend
ing role in “Mr. Texas.’’ Frequent
ed college, at the University of
contact had been marie with mem
Oklahoma in Norman. But be
bers of the Hollywood Christian
tween those early days in the
Grcup. professional actors and ac
Southwest, and his return to Texas {
tresses who assembled regularly for
to make th? picture in 1951. Redd prayer and Bible study. Cindy
toured the United States—and cer visited the group meetings from
tain other parts of the world—quite week to week, and early in 1951
thoroughly
attended the meeting where Billy
It was music that took Redd back Graham was the speaker. As the
and forth across America, and lt Gospel was presented that night,
was Ur.cle Sam. in the person of Cindy gave her heart and life to
the United States Coast Ouard. God. The details of the Billy
who took Redd ba?k ar.d forth Graham western picture were al
scrcss the Pacific Ocean during ready ln the planning stage by
four years in World War II
this time and Cindy was immedi
In Los Angeles. Redd played ately the choice of Billy Graham
with Ear! Burtnett and later with and Director Dick Ross to play
Jimmy Grier during a three-year the female lead in the film.
contract at the Eiltmore Bowl
Some distinctive music was need
Then came the war years, and hls ed for the film, and Cindy prompt
service on the trail-port USS Ad ly produced the western song Redd
miral E W. Eberlee.
Harper
sings,
"Wide
Rollin’
Redd's introduction to Chris Plains.” as weX as the moving
tian service came with a decision ■’Beloi’ed Enemy," which Cindy
to live his life for God. made dur- sings herself as a featured part of
I ing a meeting of the Hollywood th? story.
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Get a Double Bonus ... Good Eating Super-Enriched Bread
and a Picture of
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DID ONE THING, BUT DID IT WELL

Legion Officials Planned June Convention

■

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
EAST LIBERTY

Island X-Rays

Funeral services were held in the
South Mor.tvllle Baptist Church
Wednesday, March 4, for Mrs.
Enna F. Martin who died In Am
herst. Mass., on Monday, March 2.
i after a long Illness.
She was the wife of Edwin C
' Martin, formerly of East Liberty
ar.d the daughter of True and
Sarah Arne Newhall Larrabee of
Knox. She was born May 24, 1389
She had lived ln Amherst. Mass,
since 1943. She was a member cf
the First Congregational Church of
.Amherst and while living ln
Liberty was a member of the East
ern Star and the Orange. She also
taught for a period of years ln the
public schooLs.
She Is survived by her husband,
who was not able to be present at
her funeral on account of 111
health, three daughters. Agnes of
Florida, Louise and Martha, both
of Amherst. Mass., two brothers.
Jake and Cornelius Larrabee, of
Thorndike.
Burial will be ln Pine Grove
Cemetery in Searsmont In the
spring.
The Rev. Harold W. Nutter of
Washington officiated at the fu
neral and friends were asked* to
please omit flowers and send the
contribution in her name to the
cancer fund ln care of Scott Har
vey, at the Amherst Savings Bank
Amherst, Mass.

Eli Janney Made But Single Invention—

But It Is Still Standard Equipment

Lamplighters

Mrs. Enr>a F. Martin

Tuberculosis Check Free To Central Maine Singers In
Rockland Appearance On
All Vinalhaven and North
March 20 For Chamber
Haven People Due Soon

The Lamplighters, a 50 voice sing
Mrs. Lucy Skoog, chairman of
the committee which is making ing group of Central Maine Power
plans for the free chest x-ray sur Company employees, will present
There ts undoubtedly a good deal knife, he made a number of wooden
models
and
got
his
first
patent
vey to be held at the Vlnalhaven a musical program ln the Uni versa of common sense ln the old admon
ln 1858. Ihe railroads turned lt
Town Hall has announced that a list Church at 8 p. m. March 20.
ition that a shoemaker should stick
Their appearance will be for the
down and he started on another.
team of 20 members of the Vinal
to his last. But It should never be
Five years later, in 1873, he got
haven Community Health Council benefit of the building fund of
made a hard and fast rule.
a second patent. This also was re- i
are serving as canvassers to make the Chamber of Commerce.
The Lamplighters program will
appointments for x-rays. These
Certainly, if Eli Janney had fol jested, but Janney felt he had
workers are making house to house include a variety of songs both old
lowed lt to the letter he would have found the basic principle. Re kept
calls throughout Vlnalhaven ln an and new, many of which will be
stuck to his gingham counter and at it and obtained new patents ln
effort to reach each household.
familiar to the audience. Papular
would never have Invented the 1874. 1879 and 1882. His perseverMrs. Olive Curtis, chairman of and light classical numbers IntcrJanney automatic car coupler—one ence was at last rewarded In 1887—
the North Haven Community Health spersed with a few specialties will
of the most notable contributions more than a score of years after
Council, has announced that can- be presented under the direction
to safe and efficient railroad op- he started an his flrst model—when
vasslng on North Haven Is well of Peter Re’ who also directs the
eration.
the railroads reduced the number,
under way and more than 100 peo- Colby College Olee Club,
For Janney was a clerk ln an Al- of a;?provcd coup! ri to his and
pie have appointments.
! The Lamplighters were formed in
exandria, Va., drygoods store ln two others. A year later the JanMrs Grace Peterson, chairman of \ the fall of 1950 when a group of
1865 when he flrst got interested ln ney coupler was adopted as ‘Un
the arrangements committee of the j men and women who work for
building a better coupler than his dard.
Vlnalhaven
Community
Health 1 central Maine Power Company in
neighbci. Previously he had beer, a
The Inventor
established the
council has announced that plans I the Augusta area were drawn to
farmer and a Confederate soldier. Jar.ney Car Coupler Company ln
have been worked out for trans- j gether by a mutual liking of vocal
At the time, according to East- Alexandria to Manufacture some
porting the North Haven group 1 music. Their success was almoet
ern Railroad Presidents Conference of his couplers for test purposes,
researchers, the railroads were dis- Later, the company signed confrom the ferry landing to the. immediate, and requests for their
Vinalhaven Town Hall. The first\ services became so numerous that
satlsfled with the old llnk-and-pln tracts with other companies to
coupler, then In general use. They make them cn a royalty basis,
group will cross the Thorofare and they finally were forced to limit
wanted a better and safer one and
Janney eventually withdrew from
be met on the Vinalhaven side at public appearances solely for the
had directed their mechanical and
business and returned to farm- j
9 a. m. The second group will ar benefit of cotnmunity-wide insti
Photo by Cullen
Officers of the Rockland Legion Corporation and state 10 & 8 leaders study problems of Ihe Legion
rive at the landing at 10 o’clock. | tutions such as hospitals and charengineering forces to And one.
Ing near Alexandria, where he died
Convention di e here lu June. Seated, left to right, are: William II. Grist cf Auburn, state and national
No North Haven appointments have j |ta[,ie organizations,
Janney was neither a mechanic In 1912
_
.
. . .
,
..
, ...
Legion drum corps competition chairman; Allen Gordon, convention president and Donald Kelsey, conven
been scheduled for the 2 to 4 p. m
Now j„ their third year. The
or an engineer, but he was a good
? e coupler was the only
thing tion general chairman. Observing from the rear are Lester Blake of Yarmouth and Ervin Curtis of
Whittier. Using a small pocket he ever Invented.
period but
they havebeen made
Lamplighters have presented conRockland, grand commissar and grand chef de gare of the Slate 40 Si 8.
for theevening sessionand this
certs ;n Augusta. Farmington,
The 43&8 will play a big part ln
Mrs. Katherine Akers was named unit.
group will be met at the landing Gardiner, Rockland, Kenncbuik,
the Legion convention due in Rock head of a committee which will
Methebesec Club
Oeorge Gctsis. acting for HousTENANT’S HARBOR
and Auburn. Last year they were
at 6.30 p. m.
land in June. Officials of the state conduct a contest to select Miss ing Chairman Nathan Berllawsky. At ‘hp re?ular mPetlng <>, Purl.
The survey is being sponsored by one of but three Maine musical
group, led by Chef de Oare Ervin Maine Legionnaire. Posts all over stated that a room reservation sys- tan Rebekah Lodge March 12, the the Vinalhaven and North Haven groups to recleve an award from
Friday Speakers Were Miss
Community Health Councils ln the Maine Federation of Music
Curtis
of Rockland, met with Rock the state will send candidates to tern has been established and that' degrees will be conferred,
Rogers and Mrs. Burns
land Legion Corporation officials compete for the Honor. The young full information is being forwarded 1 Mrs James Taylor entertained conjunction with the Division of Clubs.
Mrs. Christy Adams, vice presi
Sunday afternoon to make plans lady chosen as Miss Maine Legion- , to ail posts this week. He indicated
her home Thursday night. Pres- Tuberculosis Control, Department
for the funmaking group's partici naire will be entered in the contest
dent. welcomed the 22 members of
, . ,
, ,
ent were Mrs. Harry Paterson. Mrs. of Health and Welfare, and the
EAST FRIENDSHIP
ha: even w:th the loss of the Hotel ,
_ .
pation In the gathering.
Janies Paterson, Mrs. Jessie Harris, local Four County Tuberculosis
Mrs. Mary Jameson of Rockland
the Methebesec Club who met nt
for Maine Sea Goddess at the
Several matters relative to the i Maine Seafoods Festival Julv 21 Rockland ln the Dec. 12 fire, there Mrs Mary Milla Mrs Mary Wlley, Association.
spent Thursday with Mrs. Albert
the Farnsworth Museum, Friday..
In connection with the survej Jameson.
si I be enough housing space ln the ^rs. Doris Jacobson, Mrs. Janies
meeting of Legionnaires and Aux- and AugU£t j ard ;
A communication was read from
iliary members in Rockland June
Thp m<,eUng vaj conductcd fey area ot care for those attending the Cant, Mrs Millard Gile, Mrs. Beu- interesting exhibits have been set
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Burns was re
J
SOCIAL
Mrs. Gecrge E. Lord of the Maine
19-20 and 21 were decided in the
Ke]gey com.ent!on gcner. convention.
lah Allen, Mrs. Mabel Wilson. Mrs. up__in the public libraries of the two cently in Boston.
Federation of Women's Clubs re
Mary Singer. Mrs. Nina Marshall, towns giving information on t e
Sunday afternoon session. The ses- al chgirr.lan ' aRd A;;en
Friends of Ernest Winslow of
security
Nothlng Jolts a narrow-minded
garding American Home Day which
Mrs. Beatrice Smith, Miss Isabel I subject of tuberculosis. Colorful Rockland was sorry to learn of his
slon was attended by the full
] convention corporation president.
man
more
than
being
forced
to
ad

Is to be held this year on March
posters and free leaflets, supplied 1 sjddcn dcath Erncst g-as formerClark.
(This is one of a series of articles poration beard and officers of vaLevi Flint cf Rockland will be ln mit he is in the wrong.
31 at the University of Maine In on old-age and survivors Insurance : rious state Legion groups.
of Fricndshlp
Miss Grace Mills Is a surgical by the Four County Tuberculosis
! charge of entertainment during the
connection with Farm and Home
Association explain In .simple terms
i Apparently. Legionnaires
patient
at
the
Gardiner
Hospital,
are
convention
and
reported
to
th
’
The most frequent double play is
Week. Mrs. John Kinney was under the Social Security. Act looking forward to the convention gath„ing that he „ now schedulthe facts about the disease, the names cf the members of their
that from pay window to worker I where she would be pleased to hear
named contact chairman for this These articles were prepared by with pleasant memories of the 1935 ing featurM
importance of early discovery if it | Health Councils who will serve as
cnllvcn the affalr
from
her
friends.
to Installment house.
is present, and the free chest x-rays hostesses on the day of the survey.
day and will represent the club at your social security office at the ' isit to Rockland still fresh in their
Mrs.
Everett
Torrey
is
a
patient
Mrs. Bernice Jackson was named
the meetings.
i Post offlce Bul,dlng
Augusta, minds. The ranks of World War I chairman of the committee ln
In the old days a fool and his at Knox County General Hospital. which are offered to all persons In
The first speaker of the after- ,.
the two communities over 15 years
men who were here that year will
The race question is much like
noon. Miss Ruth Rogers, was in- Malne
You can gct more lnfo™- be swelled by World War 2 and -harge of Legion Auxiliary activi- money were soon parted—today lt
Probably
the
most
promising
ea.
Of age.
bringing up a family—those who
ties durng convention days. She is happens to everybody
troduced by Mrs. John Kinney of ation from that office by visting Korean Campaign veterans. The
reer of all careers is that of a | Later this week, Mrs. Skoog and have node know best how to handle
0 choose her committee from
the program committee.
Miss there, writing, or telephoning Au-; 35 conventionhas long
been re- members of the Rockland Auxiliary
second-rate polltclan.
yrs. Curtis will announce the the situation.
Read The Courier-Gazette
Rogers traced the development of gusta 3-3712.) A representative is I yarded as one of the best the Lellbraries of the Western culture at the Rockland Post Office Build-! gion has had since itsforming.
IE.
through the ages. She mentioned ing. second floor, every Monday at j Right now. everything points to an
.i'\! !
that the first libraries of manu 1220 o'clock.
even better affair in June of this
Small businessmen are now cov year.
scripts were to be found in Baby
■f
lonia and as civilization spread ered by the Federal social security
Jasper Akers, chairman of the
, .
I'
westward through the Mediterra law, the same as their employees reception committee, stated that
are.
nean, other collections of manu
two destroyers have been assigned
>
■
This is something fairly recent to the city for the convention. In
scripts. later known as libraries,
j /kV
were to be found ln Egypt. Greece in America's social security system. addition, a visit from Canadian
The change had been requested ships Is expected as well as from
and the Roman Empire.
Miss Rogers then spoke of the | for some time by business asso- Coast Guard craft.
/s.
development of the printed book iations and individuals. For years,
Harold Kaler, commander ol the
which brought about a tremendous they had been paying half the Rockland post, has been appointed
change and was ln reality the force cost of the employees’ social security chief of the Legion's police force
which made possible the modern I out have received no protection for j which will work with local police
and sheriffs
during convention!
libraries of today. In our own themselves.
if you own a business, or are a I days. He reported that he had
country, libraries date back to the
... make your
...cheer your
early Colonial period with the flrst partner, your net earnings from tlie j termed a force of 25 Legionnaires i
...do your
arrange your
. obtain information
appointments
library at Harvard University with business will build up social security 1 who will work with him. Liason will
friends
shopping
meeting
other colonies developing book col protection for yourself and your be maintained with heads of each I
group of Legionnaires in the city
lections which were the nucleus of familyCoverage for self-employed is fet the convention so that incidents
our present day great libraries of
Philadelphia. New York and Bos mandatory, not optional with the may be oared for by Legion police
ton. Miss Rogers concluded her self-employed farmers and certain and Legion officials without taxing
remarks by speaking of the legis professional people will not be the local department-.
lative bill proposed in Augusta to counted toward social security.
Self-employed people' with net
provide a Bookmobile for the State
SEARSMONT
earnigs of $400 or more ln a taxable
of Maine.
Frederick Leadbetter, who is ln
The theme of the afternoon, Oui year pay their own social security training at Aberdeen. Md.. Is on a
Heritage of the Inquiring Mind, contribution at the rate of two and furlough, visiting his parents. Mr.
was further developed by a paper one fourth per cent of their net and Mrs. Norman Leadbetter.
on education by Mrs. Robert Burns, earning up to $3600. The reports
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Buck were
who flrst spoke of Benjamin Rush are made ln connection with filing
Sunday callers on Mr?. Ada How
who was one cf the foremost edu Federal income tax returns on or ard and son Dudley.
Everett
cators at the time of the American before March 15.
Morse of Lincolnville was a visi
The only action necessary before
Revolution,. He stressed knowl
tor last Thursday.
edge among youth of the constitu that time Is to get a social securityMr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman
tional government and natural card. They are issued by your social
and Alton Collins were Sunday
security
office
at
Augusta.
laws.
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
If you want to get more infor
Mrs. Burns then spoke of the
mond Harriman and family, in
work of Miss Catherine Beecher ln mation about how you, either as a
Thomaston,
6elf-employed
business
man.
or
the field of women's education, em
Incorporates Grange
phasizing her theseis "Suggestions because of your work for some one
At the regular meeting of Victor
For Improvement In Education else, are protected by the Social
which brought out the fact that Security Act, get ln touch with, your Grange No. 246, March 5, Charles
You can M White of Winthrop, treasurer
women should be educated In i social security office.
health habits and ln the control of write them or call Augusta. 3-3712 if
State Grange, was present for
‘ office
—
the purpose of Incorporating Vic
the human mind.
j you are not able to go to the
tor Grange. He was accompanied
She also spoke of Horace Mann ! personally.
who organized the normal schools.: ======== by Mrs. White, and Mrs. Pease of
reformed the curriculum and whose pn world education ln which he Augusta. A class of five candl
article -'Education is the Balance emphasized that it was imperative dates were given the first and sec
Wheel of the Social Machinery” did for our children to first know and ond degrees at the meeting by the
much to prove that education will gt themselves Into our own society officers of Victor Grange. Past
before concerning themselves with Master Ethel Butler acting as mas- !
help to eliminate poverty.
ter. Visitors were present from
The fourth great educator that other parts of the world.
Mrs. Bums commented upon was
The next meeting of the club will Mcrrymeetiag. Capitol,Grand View.
Thomas Jefferson and his thoughts *
held at the Museum March 20. South Montville, and Sunlight
Grange. Refreshments of sand
wiches. cake, cockles and coffee
were served after the meeting
Six Victor Grange members at
tended Pomona Grange meeting at
Grand View Grange March 3
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Get $500:
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$400
$31.13
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$600
$46.70
36.69

payment* cover everything!
Loom of other emounts, or for other
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(20 Month Pion)

Make a clean sweep of old bills
... pay taxes ... reduce monthly
payments with a AeaaoMo/ loan.
Phone, write, or come in.

ANSWER TO PUZZLE
ON PAGE FIAT.

Loons $1000 and

loss on Signature,
Furniture, or Auto

The more you use your telephone, the more it saves you in
time, effort and money. Yet the average cost of a local call__

Fs »c sa v trs

including tax — is still just a few pennies.
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